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Federal law now includes private rooms 
by Kraettli Epperson 

Individual college rooms are no 
tongerspecificallyexcludedfrom drug 
and alcohol policy jurisdicition in a 
change to university policy designed 
to bring Rice into full compliance with 
the latestFederalregulations. Instead, 
the latest version of policy No. 323-91, 
which outlines the university's stand 
against the illegal use of drugs and 
alcohol, was re-worded, removing the 
clause which excluded the college 
rooms and employees' on campus 
residences from the policy. The policy 
now includes all university property 
and University associated activities. 

In explaining the change in word-
ing, Rice's Legal Counsel Shirley 
Redwine said, This is really a clarifi-
cation of what has always been true. 
Some students may have thought that 
they did not have to always comply 
with the law in reading the old word-
ing. This clears that up....The current 
definition [of the 'workplace'] comes 
from the "Drug-Free Schools and 
Campus Act" which says this is any 
place 'on its property or as part of its 
activities' and a subsequent letter ex-
pands this to many of the activities of 
the university." 

The changes in the wording of the 
policy were a direct result of new let-
ters issued by the Department of 
Education clarifying the way in which 
the campus' drug and alcohol policy is 
to be administered as required by the 
Drug-Free Schools and Communities 
Act Amendment of 1989, according to 
Redwine. 

When asked whether the act ex-
panded the campus' policy to apart-
ments leased by students off-campus 
Redwine responded, "I've not seen 
anything that would make it go that 
far. This letter deals with fraternities 
and sororities associated with the 
campus but not on the campus and to 
activities that occur in them, but that 
are sanctioned by the university." 

Students'propertyrightsovertheir 
rooms under their lease contract were 
described by Redwine, "They are 
subject to the university policy, but 

have property rights under Texas law." 
The new wording does not, how-

ever, change the procedures used by 
the university to conduct searches. 
Dean for Students Sarah Burnett, 
stated "Rooms will not be searched on 
suspicion. However if a door is left 
open and an authority sees it, they are 
required to do something about 
whatever illegal act they see." 

According to Redwine, there 
should be no change in the role of the 
resident associates and masters since, 
"It was always true that people on the 
campus had to obey Texas alcohol 
laws. The university is not a haven for 
breaking the law....Masters and offi-
cials of the university will be required 
to take appropriate actions [if they 
observe a violation]. This will vary 
under different circumstances. It 
might be appropriate for the official to 
close down the party and let people 
know that they have to obey the laws." 

Burnett was careful to note how-
ever, "One freshman with a beer is not 
a reason for an RA to call the police. 
That's not the type of reaction we 
want, and that's not the sort of envi-
ronment that we want to live in." 

This requirement that all officials 
of the university, including masters 
and resident associates, professors 
and staff, act on any violation that they 
see has had an effect on some of the 
officials habits in the past, according 
to Burnett Burnett commented that 
the many alcohol related violations 
that occur are "the reason that a lot of 
[the officials] dont go to the Pub 
anymore." 

Searches have in the past and will 
continue to be conducted only in ac-
cordance with the Student Handbook. 
The handbook stipulates that a college 
court may call for a general search, an 
individual room search with a written 
'statement of permission' from the 
Dean for Students, or a search in co-
operation with city, county, state, or 
federal authorities possessing the 
proper warrants. 

Burnett outlined the philosophy 
used in the university's policy on 
searches, The college room is like a 
hotel room. I'm no lawyer, but that's 

the analogy that sticks in my mind. 
The owner of the hotel room can come 
in without a warrant, but not the po-
lice." Redwine confirmed this analogy 
as being accurate. 

On the issue of cause, Burnett 
elaborated, T h e police have to have 
very serious probable cause to come 
in. University officials can come in 
with less cause, but we have strict 
search procedures spelled out in the 
Student Handbook. That does not mean 
that we're not obligated to follow the 
law [about illegal alcohol and drug 
use]...We're very reluctant to enter 
student's rooms. Most searches that 
are done are done by students. There 
exists in the constitutions of each 
college rules which allow students to 
have searches by agreement under 
the regulationsunderwhich they live". 

Students have a continuing place 
ethically if not legally in the 
university's program according to 
Burnett The students are not obli-
gated by law to do anything, but 
morally, I'd say that if they think that 
there is danger, that someone might 
be hurt, or for example, if they are 
officers of the college, if they feel that 
the alcohol policy is being thwarted 
and could be threatened, they have to 
intercede," said Burnett 

The issue of whether campus po-
lice are officials of the university has 
long been ambiguous, but has not 
caused problems in the past accord-
ing to Burnett The state universities 
have gotten a law passed that has 
allowed their police to enforce both 
university regulations and state law. 
That can create the difficulty that if a 
person in uniform comes up to stu-
dents and tells them to stop what 
they're doing, the students dont know 
if they are breaking a law, and are 
going to get arrested and thrown in 
jail, oriftheyarebreakingauniversity 
regulation and can tell the officer to 
take a hike," said Burnett 

According to Burnett, the univer-
sity had no choice in making the 
changesthatitdidtothepolicy. They 
say You do this, or we're going to take 
away all your [federal] funds. That 
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by Eric Carmichael 

Political economist Robert B. 
Reich will discuss his most recent 
book, The Work of Nations: Preparing 
Ourselves for 21st Century Capitalism 
as the third President's Lecture of 
the 1991-92 school year Thursday, 
Jan. 23, at 8 p.m. in the Grand Hall of 
the Rice Memorial Center. 

T h e main themes of his work 
have to do with the structure of the 
American economy, and its implica-
tion for jobs and the American educa-
tional system, and the links between 
our economy and the global 
economy," said Professor of Political 
Science Richard Stoll, who will intro-
duce Reich. "He feels that the focus 
of most people's concern—the trade 
imbalance, foreign ownership of 
American assets, and the decline of 
the educational system—misses the 
point We have to reconceptualize 
how we see our economy." 

Reich is a professor at Harvard 
University's John F. Kennedy School 
of Government He wrote the 1983 
best-seiler, The Next American Fron-
tier, which sparked a national debate 
about America's industrial strategy. 

Reich is a regular contributor to 
the Harvard Business Review and the 
Atlantic, and a frequent commenta-
tor on public radio's "Marketplace" 
and Public Broadcasting's Nightly 
Business Report. 

He is chairman of the editorial 
board of The American Prospect, a 

Robert B. Reich will give the third President's lecture on Jan 23. 
columnist forNihon ketzai Shimbun, 
one of Japan's most influential news-
papers, and a contributing editor of 
The New Republic and World Policy. 

Reich also served as assistant to 
the Solicitor General in the Ford Ad-
ministration and was Director of 

Policy Planning for the FederalTrade 
Commission in the Carter Adminis-
tration. 

Students can obtain tickets in ad-
vance from their college Rice Pro-
gram Council representatives. Doors 
open at 7 p.m. 

Hanszen swing vandalized 

The Hanzsen swing was again victim to vandalism at some unknown 
time during Christmas Break. Individuals wrote on the swing with marking 
pens, scrawling "Sam Candyman," "II Ward" and a list of unintelligible 
names. Attempts to remove the ink have so far met with little success. 

"Ifs frustrating," said Hanszen President Ronald Chapman. "The 
Hanszen swing isn't just a swing- it's an institution and a tradition. It's 
pathetic that some people don't respect the property and traditions of 
others, but it's not a huge surprise. WeH take care of it and move on." 

Freshman Ben Mull said, "We go through the hassle of getting a new 
swing, which took almost two months, and then someone goes and 
messes the new one up." Mull was referring to the incident during O-
Weekwhen students from Wiess college allegedly stole the old swing and 
then lost it before it could be returned. 

The Rice University Police Department has no suspects in the incident. 

—by Eric Hahn 

ARC to release anticipated 
report by end of month 
by Harlan Howe 

Reich to discuss US-world economic ties 

The Athletic Review Committee 
(ARC) report will be submitted within 
the next two weeks, committee chair 
King Walters said. The report on 
athletics at Rice will include general 
recommendations but will not advo-
cate any one course of action for the 
University. 

Hie latest due date... 
"I can say now with some confi-

dence that this report should be in 
the hands of the president no later 
than the end of the month," said 
Walters. 

Walters confirmed the report is in 
its final stages and cited recent diffi-
culties in meeting over the winter 
break as contributing to the latest 
delays. 

Dean of Students Sarah Burnett, 
also on the ARC, said, "We have an-
other meeting Friday, and I'm hop-
ing that that will be our final official 
meeting." 

Because of earlier delays, the ARC 
is now updating the report with data 
and statistics for 1991. "We have to 
go back and change the charts and 
the text that refers to the charts," 
said Burnett Although this addition 
will improve the accuracy of the re-
port, she said, it is adding to the 
delay. 

Both Walters and Burnett denied 
any correllation between the delays 
and the upcoming athletic recruit-
ment deadline in early February. "I 
know people think there are ulterior 
motives involved, but there are not," 
Burnett said. 

The final contents 
Burnett said the report w0T'iiot' 

make any sweeping recommenda-
tions. "Our committee is not going to 
say 'Rice University should get out of 
the Southwest Conference.' If people 
expect that, they're going to be dis-
appointed," Burnett said. "All we can 

do is point out the pros and cons of 
the various options." 

Walters said, There will be some 
recommendations that will apply no 
matter what level of athletics we 
have." 

Because the committee members 
represented and maintained diverse 
opinions, the ARC will not endorse 
any major changes. "You can't put 
together a representative committee 
and have them of one mind. That's 
almost the point of a representative 

^committee," said Burnett 

History of the ARC 
Rupp convened the ARC during 

the second week of February last 
year to evaluate the athletic program 
at Rice, per the recommendation of 
the 1984 University Self Study. The 
ARC was scheduled to deliver the 
report to Rupp by mid-May, but de-
lays, including an illness in Walters' 
family, had postponed the report. 

In response to the ARC selection, 
the Faculty Council created a com-
mittee to examine the ARC's evalua-
tion. This committee met once, but is 
waiting for the release of the ARC's 
report to meet again, chair of the 
faculty committee Thomas Haskell 
said. ?• 

The Student Association also has 
an ad hoc committee, composed of 
five college presidents and two ap-
pointees, to examine the report SA 
President Mitra Miller said, "We will 
review the report to see if it is ap-
propriate for the student body and 
student government to make com-
ments or recommendations." 

Miller also expressed concern 
about student representation on the 
committee. "I wish a current student 
had been included in the discussions. 

v' It is difficult for an alumnus [former 
SA President Spencer Yu] living( i« i 
another city to clearly reflect student 
opinion," she said. "I also have my 
fingers crossed that it will come out 
in January. After this long, how will 
we know it won't be longer?" 

* 
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Rice students 'too busy' to 
make time for Berlin Wall 

I despise apathy, yet am hypocritical because I exude it myself. 
Because I am a Rice student who fills her schedule with classes and 
activities, I do not make time for reading the newspaper every day or 
campaigning regularly for the causes 1 believe in. 

Monday my German 202 class braved the wind and ventured to the 
far side of campus to visit the Berlin Wall, located between the Rice 
Media Center and Center for Continuing Studies. 

What is the significance of a piece of concrete? With all of the 
attention, what is the wall except a larger version of a trinket on sale 
at Foley's? 

My instructor, a visiting professor from Germany, was insulted I'd 
suggest buying a segment of this dismantled edifice. She didn't even 
want anything to do with it, much less own a piece. 

As for me, the crumbling of the wall had no personal significance. 
I've never been to Germany and while the dismantling was a historic 
event, it did not directly influence my life. Even when I read the article 
in the Thresher as well as Rice News, I had been lazy and not visited the 
curiosity on the other side of campus—until Monday. In my rush, 
even when I saw movies at the Media Center, I didn't bother trying to 
find the wall. 

Monday, however, I was shocked. The wall, while only 12 feet high 
and four feet wide, is oppressive. Its shadow alone is terrifying. The 
foot, its foundation, stood on the western side, an ironic support for 
the wall (I know that physically, this made the wall more difficult to 
push over, but symbolically it is horrifying to think that the wall was 
literally supported by the western side.) 

My German class discussed the wall and the implications of its 
dismantling. Why keep a segment on campus? Will it only serve as an 
additional surface for graffiti, like the swing in the Hanszen quad? We 
concluded no. 

Browning-Ferris Industries donated the wall to remind us not to 
accept authority blindly. Unfortunately, the wall is isolated—it would 
be more appropriate and accessible in the RMC cloisters. However, 
moving it is unlikely. Now the courtyard around the wall is even 
landscaped. 

Becau se we have never lived our lives restricted by the foundations 
of a concrete slab, perhaps we do not always appreciate our freedom. 
In the United States, at Rice University, we can act on our political 
beliefs. We can celebrate Martin Luther King's Day and participate in 
the Rice for Life or Rice for Choice candlelight vigil. We can choose. 

However, we isolate ourselves by not making the trek across 
campus. 

One of the other editors said he saw the wall after watching 
Bugsy—and the movie was more memorable. The wall was only a 12 
foot piece of concrete with part of a word he didn't understand spray-
painted across the front. 

All I can say is I'm sorry. I wish he could have witnessed my 
German class. 

—Ann Zitterkopf 
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MLK days for celebration, contemplation 
To the editors, 

On January 15 and 20, we will not 
be attending our scheduled classes. 
Rice University does not cancel 
classes in honor of either the birthday 
or the observance of Rev. Martin 
Luther King, Jr., and we feel it would 
be a grievous error on our part to not 
pay tribute to this man for his con-
tributions to our society. 

America experienced a social up-
heaval during the 1960s. Heroes were 
made and great ones died. Reflecting 
on these social events, we—as Afri-
can-Americans—recognize the sac-
rifices made by civil rights leaders of 
that era. Their determination and 
diligence in gaining the promises of 
social equality and opportunity in-
spires present and future genera-
tions. 

Rev. Martin Luther King, Jr., 
epitomized and embodied the perse-
verance of a selfless civil rights 
movement. Thus, as African-Ameri-
can citizens, we find it necessary to 
honor Rev. Martin Luther King, Jr., 
on his birthday. 

Further, as African-American 
members of the Rice community, we 

Great African-
Americans like 

Rev. Martin 
Luther King, 
Jr., made it 

possible for us 
to further our 

educations 
at prestigious 
universities 
like Rice. 

are especially mindful of his endeav-
ors. For it was not until 1965, at the 

height of the civil rights fight, that 
Rice University broke the will of its 
founder and admitted the first Afri-
can-American student Were it not 
for the contributions of great African-
Americans like Rev. Martin Luther 
King, Jr., it is unlikely we would have 
this opportunity to further our educa-
tion at this and other prestigious in-
stitutions of higher learning. 

By boycotting classes on both 
January 15 and 20, we effectively es-
tablish that Rev. Martin Luther King, 
Jr.'s work and suffering in the face of 
adversity were notin vain. Moreover, 
it serves as an opportunity to reflect 
on and pay tribute to all African-
Americans who fought to secure our 
generation a chance at a better life. 

We realize that we cannot compel 
all African-Americans in the Rice 
community to support our actions, 
butwe do askthatyou remember the 
fight and continue to support the 
cause. 

Michael Quigley 
Aaran Green 

Jones, '94 

Stalinism not the only bad Marxism 
To the editors: 

I read with astonishment Dr. 
Maria Todorova's allegation that 
Stalinism was the only kind of 
Marxism taught in Soviet-occupied 
eastern Europe between 1945-89 
(Rice Thresher, January 10). This al-
legation is false. In most countries of 
eastern Europe, such as Poland, 

Unable to convey 
the subtlety of 

their arguments 
without the Red 

Army, Marxists in 
eastern Europe 
are in danger of 
going the way of 

the dinosaur. 
Stalinism was dead after 1956, and 
Marxist "revisionists," as they were 
then called, began to advance much 
more sophisticated and subtle ver-
sions of Marxism 

These versions included a critique 
of Stalinist and Leninist determin-
ism, a critique of attempts to explain 

all culture in terms of class struggle, 
acritique of attempts to deduce moral 
values from simplistic historical 
periodization, and renewed empha-
sis on the role of the subject in his-
tory. Gyorgy Luk&cs, Antonio 
Gramsci and many other west and 
east European Marxists were the 
object of interest of the Marxist phi-
losophers who then published and 
taught at Warsaw's colleges and 
universities. 

This is a matter of historical 
record. In addition to these facts, I 
have personal recollection of the 
situation in the 1960s when I was a 
student at the University of Warsaw 
and was taught philosophy by Pro-
fessor Bronislaw Backo, arevisionist 
Marxist but not a Stalinist (at least 
not at the time when he taught me). 
He emigrated to Switzerland in 1968, 
and I do not know his subsequent 
views. 

But another and better known neo-
Marxist philosopher, Leszek 
Kolakowski of the Univeristy of 
Warsaw (currently at Oxford), has 
since repudiated Marxism in his 
Main Currents of Marxism (Oxford 
Press). Now he is given "the silent 
treatment" by the neo-Marxist frater-
nity in the West for his extensive and 
devastating survey of the subtle fal-
lacies and mendacities of post-
Gramscian Marxism 

At present, all varieties of Marx-

ism are in some disfavor in eastern 
Europe, having ruined that region 
and the people who live there. De-
prived of the assistance of the KGB 
and the Red Army in bringing home 
to the people the subtlety and sophis-
tication of their arguments, post-
Gramscians and other Marxists in 
eastern Europe are in real danger of 

It is interesting to 
find Institutes of 

Failed Ideas 
in American 
universities 
where post-
Gramscian 

Marxists are 
preserved. 

going the way of the sabre toothed 
tiger and the dinosaur. How interest-
ing to find in some American univer-
sities Institutes of Failed Ideas where 
post-Gramscian Marxists continue to 
be preserved and nurtured. 

Ewa M. Thompson 
Professor of Slavic Studies 
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Meaningless 'drug-free' fliers symbolize Republican hypocrisy 
MARK DAVID SCHOENHALS 

What is perhaps unpopular 
to admit in academic 
circles, I will admit: I 

greatly admired William Bennett 
when he was Secretary of Education. 
He effectively focussed the nation's 
attention on educational issues. More 
importantly, as he formulated policy 
reforms, he wasn't afraid to work 
against the teachers' unions for the 
policies he believed to be best for the 
nation's children. 

If he ultimately achieved little as 
Secretary of Education, Bennett ac-
complished major policy changes as 
our Drug Czar. We were reminded 
this week of perhaps his greatest 
legislative achievement the Drug-
Free Workplace Act This act has 
finally manifest itself on the Rice 
campus explicitly, in the form of the 
fliers we received in our mailboxes. 
"POLICY No. 323-91 DRUG-FREE 
UNIVERSITY," they were titled. 
These fliers are meaningless, and 
are symbolic of the idiocy and hypoc-
risy evident in our "War on Drugs." 

Would you call 
Bill Buckley— 
who, among 
others, has 

proposed drug 
legalization— 

a radical? 
Charles Murray wrote last May in 

the New Republic aboutthe absurdity 
of this war which we are fighting so 
hard and at such great expense. Fol-
lowing more reasonable depictions 
of the drug war, he imagines the 
"optimistic scenario" in which we 
were "winning."To win,heestimates, 
we would need tp "incarcerate al-
most 173,000 persons in the first 
year...plus arrest and meaningfully 
punish...another 1.2 million per-
sons." He notes that the total 1988 
national prison population, already 
above the rated capacity, was 627,000. 

So, he asks, "What do we really 
want to accomplish?" Why are 
we fighting this war? He contin-

ues in the article to provide his own 
answer, which stops just short of 
advocating the legalization of drugs. 
I prefer to answer this question my-
self, using other sources. 

The Cato Institute, which can be 
best classified as a libertarian think-
tank, discusses the "goals of drug 
prohibition" in its book, An Ameri-
can Vision. The intention, most sim-
ply, is to curtail two categories of 
problems: problems inherent in drug-
use itself and problems associated 
with drug-use. 

Problems inherent in drug-use it-
self are related primarily to the health 
of the user. As such, it can be argued 
that the elimination or reduction of 
drug-use is a good in itself. Drug 
addicts are likely to develop health 
problems which prevent them from 
functioning in their jobs, plunge them 
into poverty, and make a happy fam-
ily life very difficult Drug addicts 
may also die due to overdose These 
problems affect the drug-users and 
their immediate companions—their 
families, for example—almost exclu-
sively. 

Problems associated with drug-
use are related primarily to crime. 
The Cato Institute report divides 
drug-related crime into three catego-
ries: crimes comipitted for no appar-
ent reasoQ. tex those who are "high" 
and not acting sanely; crime commit-
ted to earn money to purchase drugs; 
and, crimes committed during drug-
trafficking. It should be obvious that 
crime is the problem of more general 
concern, especially to the degree that 
it is violent 

If we are winning the "War on 
Drugs," then, we are reducing health 
problems associated with drug use, 
and we are reducing crime spawned 
by drug-related activities. It seems to 

me that while we may be achieving a 
small degree of success in terms of 
the first goal, we are in fact making 
the second set of problems much 
worse. (Of course, the most serious 
health problems seem to be related 
to the use of tobacco, which is legal.) 

The government claims that drug 
use has decreased. Itis unclear, how-
ever, whether the decrease is sub-
stantial or whether it is related in any 
way to the "War on Drugs." 

What we do see is a profound 
increase in violent crime. This is par-
ticularly apparent in Houston. Crimes 
committed by those actually acting 
under the influence of drugs do not 
seem to jnake up a large proportion 
of this violent crime. (In fact, the 
most dangerous drug in this category 
in general appears to be alcohol, 
which is a crucial ingredient in drunk-
driving.) Instead, it seems, these 
crimes are committed to acquire 
money to buy drugs or to defend 
drug-trafficking territory and enforce 
contracts. These crimes are the ones 
that are subjecting the lives of inno-
cent people to violence. 

We sometimes forget that there is 
an alternative to this "War on Drugs." 
We could legalize drugs and submit 
them to the same regulation and 
taxation as alcohol and tobacco. The 
euphemism for legalization is "de-
criminalization." This is not an ex-
treme position. Would you call Bill 
Buckley—who, among others, has 
proposed this—a radical? This sug-
gestion is serious. 

By legalizing drugs, we can better 
achieve what seem to be the true 
goals of the "War on Drugs": better 
health and less crime. Already in 
1972, in a book called Licit and Illicit 
Drugs, Consumer Union, which is-
sues Consumer Reports, expressed 
disenchantment with the attempt to 
solve these problems by passing in-
creasingly tough legislation. They 
note that the "hazards were aug-
mented" by criminalization in the case 
of LSD, for example. Because of un-
known or imprecisely measured dos-
ages, an overdose was e^i ly pos-
sible. Contamination and adultera-
tion could cause further health prob-
lems. Standard, regulated production 
of this drug and others—like current 
legal drugs—would decrease health 
problems. 

Because of the risks inherent in 
producing and distributing an illegal 
product, illegal drugs are much more 
expensive than the same drugs would 
be if they were legal. In 1984, Tho-
mas Sowell wrote "It is their illegality 
that makes them so costly and drives 
people to desperation to get the 
money by any means, at anybody's 
expense." He refers here in particu-
lar to the increase in crimes commit-
ted by addicts to secure money to 
feed their habits. 

Clearly, also, as drugs are more 
expensive, more is at stake for drug 
dealers. They are more likely to re-
sort to extreme violence in defending 
their markets and in enforcing their 
contracts. If drugs were legal, the 
market in drugs would be no more 
dangerous than the market in liquor. 
Contracts could be enforced conven-
tionally, in courts, instead of on the 
streets, where the lives of innocent 
people are at risk. 

Before we bother 
George Rupp 

again, we need to 
ask Bill Bennett 

where our tuition 
money is going. 

Legalization would shift the drug 
market to big business, denying in-
ner city entrepreneurs—many of 
them members of minority groups— 
an important avenue of economic ad-
vancement While this seems unfair, 
it is probably the greatest benefit of 
legalization. Currently, drug-traf-
ficking is the obvious business for 
the ambitious, highly motivated un-
derprivileged teenager. 

The success of these youths in 

the extremely complicated business 
of drug-trafficking demonstrates their 
ability as businessmen. One of these 
kids, called Boy George, was recently 
featured in a December issue of the 
Village Voice. His story is fascinating. 
When buying and selling drugs is no 
longer their most lucrative opportu-
nity, these youngsters will turn to 
other means of mobility which are 
more likely to yield long-term re-
wards. 

The Republicans 
are using drugs to 

direct our 
attention away 
from our real 
problems— 

poor education 
and frightening 
levels of crime, 

for example. 
On campus, especially, drug le-

galization seems preferable. Al-
though I occasionally drink, some-
times in excess, I have never—de-
spite repeated personal offers— 
smoked pot, dropped acid, or tried 
crack. Partly I don'tuse illegal drugs, 
or even drink very often, because 
there are too many other things that 
I would rather be doing. There's al-
ways another book to read, article to 
write, movie to watch, place to go. 
Also, frankly, I don't use illegal drugs 
so that I can take a non-self-inter-
ested stand for the legalization of 
drugs. 

I have watched others use illegal 
drugs, and have observed only that, 
when using drugs, these people are 
much safer, pose less threat to oth-
ers—in every case—than when they 
are using alcohoL If you talk to fac-
ulty members who were masters 
during the 1960*s and 1970's, when 
drug use was as prevalent as alcohol 
consumption, they will remember 
fondly a time in which college prop-
erty was subjected to less damage, a 
time when parties where less rowdy. 

So,given that "decriminalization" 
seems like our best option in 
fighting the "War on Drugs," 

given the goals we had above, why 
the current strategy? The answers 

range from crazy conspiracy theo-
ries to fairly reasonable explanations, 
but none of them satisfy me. 

If I believed in conspiracy theo-
ries, the national drug strategy could 
be read as an attempt to achieve the 
elimination of societal "undesir-
ables"—poor blacks, for example— 
by fostering an environmentwhich is 
conducive to them killing each other. 

I believe firmly, however, that 
Bennett's commitment to this drug-
war was based on a concern for these 
very people who are being killed— 
the underprivileged, especially. He 
saw what drugs were doing to neigh-
borhoods in Washington, D.C., and 
he thought these people deserved 
better, as they do. His good inten-
tions, however, did not result in good 
policy. 

The cynic can explain the drug 
strategy simply: drugs are being used 
by the Republicans as a scapegoat on 
which to blame our national prob-
lems. The Republicans are using 
drugs to direct our attention away 
from our real problems—poor edu-
cation and frightening levels of crime, 
for example? If this is the reason, it is 
perhaps only coincidental. Again, I 
am reluctant to buy into such con-
spiracy theories. 

The more reasonable protest 
against legalizing drugs that I have 
read, one that Charles Murray regis-
ters weakly, is that drug-legalization 
can only work when people are held 
fully responsible for their own ac-
tions. America, he notes, is not a 
place where this co ndition is fu lfilled, 
since taxpayers are likely to bear 
some of the burdens of the irrespon-
sibility which many drug addicts ex-
hibit in their behavior. While this is a 
reasonable concern, I do not believe 
our welfare programs are so exten-
sive as to make this problem more 
serious than those which result from 
the criminalization of drugs. 

What bothers me most is the 
Republican party-line hy-
pocrisy on this matter. It is 

not consistent with their "less gov-
ernment is better" ideology—which, 
I admit, I often buy into. Such legisla-
tion is not consistent with decreasing 
bureaucracy—what is always one of 
their stated goals. 

Consider again what the "War on 
Drags" means on our campus: these 
meaningless fliers will be distributed, 
as required by law; and, a "Health 
Education Office" will be maintained, 
so that, in case of a lawsuit, we can 
say, "Yes, we were doing our best to 
fight the war on drugs." All this also 
keeps expensive lawyers very busy. 

Before we bother George Rupp 
again, we need to ask Bill Bennett 
where our tuition money is going. To 
say that Bennett disappointed me is 
an understatement I cannot begin to 
understand why he would promote 
such legislation after spending a few 
years publicly denouncing colleges 
and universities for wasting money 
on useless bureaucracy. 

The Republican party-line em-
bodies further hypocrisy when it 
voices ahearty "Yes" forthe legaluse 
of alcohol and tobacco. What is this 
really all about? Why are only certain 
drugs illegal? Why do we subsidize 
tobacco when it is a crime to smoke 
marijuana? If I suppress my cynical 
urges, I have no idea whatsoever. 

The real problem with drugs is 
that the young men and women liv-
ing in Southeast Houston and in the 
Fourth Ward find drugs desirable 
relative to their living conditions. If 
we want a drug-free society, or even 
if we just want to minimize the use of 
drugs, we should do it by ending our 
vain attempts to increase indefinitely 
the cost of using drugs, as the cur-
rent national strategy directs us to 
do. Instead, we should increase the 
benefits of not using drugs—show 
people that drugs are only rarely a 
good source of "happiness." 

To minimize drug 
use, we should 

not 
increase the costs 

of using drugs 
but increase the 
benefits of not 
using drags. 

Almost always, more satisfying 
roads to good times are available to 
us—especially in the Rice commu-
nity, where life is very rich indeed. It 
should be hard for people to find time 
to use drugs on this campus. In fact, 
1 suspect that few people can find time 
to use drugs, which is part of why 
drug use on our campus seems so 
much less prevalent here than it is on 
other campuses. We should fight si-
multaneously to encourage alterna-
tives to using drugs and for the legal-
ization of drugs. 

Mark David Schoenhals, opinion edi-
tor, is a senior-at Lovett College. 

Protect campus from Holocaust revisionism 
LIDYA OSADCHEY 

Fifty years ago on January 20, 
1942, the state secretaries of 
Nazi Germany ministerial bu-

reaucracies gathered in Wannsee— 
a quiet suburb of Berlin—to discuss 
methods of implementation of the 
"Final Solution" to the so-called Jew-
ish question. During a round of en-
thusiastic talks taking place over 
lunch, an agreement was reached to 
exterminate all European Jewry. 

Plans w^re put into action and by 
1945 the Nazi hate machine consumed 
six million Jewish lives, eradicated a 
two-thousand year old culture, and 
enveloped and destroyed many other 
innocent people in its fury. 

The factualityofthe Holocaust and 
the full scope of its tragic loss is irre-
versibly etched in the history of hu-
man experience as the ultimate geno-
cide. To deny the Holocaust or to 
distort its factuality is to posthumously 
continue the work of the hate mon-
gers who had initiated the internecine 
policies of the Nazi regime. 

There are at least two organiza-
tions in the United States whose 
agenda is to "correct falsehoods slan-
dering the German people" and re-
store the power of Hitler's statesman 
image. In their pseudo-intellectual 
appeal to the masses, most recently 
to college students, they fraudulently 
and vehemently repudiate the fac-
tual history of the Holocaust They 

claim that it was the "hoax" of the 
twentieth century. 

Among these organizations is the 
Committee for Open Debate on the 
Holocaust, a group akin to the Insti-
tute for Historical Review, which is 
prepared to spend thousands of dol-
lars to place ads in college newspa-
pers which distort and deny the trag-

To distort the 
Holocaust is 

to continue the 
work of Nazi 

hate mongers. 
edy ofthe Holocaust Using half-truths 
and quoting holocaust experts out of 
context, they make claims that there 
was no deliberate policy on the imple-
mentation of the "Final Solution"— 
no gas chambers or crematoria. 

The finesse with which these ads 
are written attests to the calculated 
plan to confuse college students who 
may not recognize the underlying 
intent to exonerate Hitler of his 
greatest crimes and make the hate-
filled policies of anti-Semites and 
other xenophobes more acceptable 
to the general public. 

This year, we enter into the last 
decade of the century that witnessed 
the horrors of the Holocaust It be-

hooves us to make a consolidated 
effort to protect ourselves and our 
future generations from similar ca-
lamity. One way of doing this is to be 
prepared to enforce our indispens-
able right to promote and safeguard 
truth in our universities and in our 
society as a whole. 

The lessons of the Holocaust can-
not be forgotten. They should be ex-
plored in the classrooms with history 
professors, educators, and other ex-
perts, who rely solely on archives, 
original documents, memoirs—and, 
most significantly, the testimonies of 
the Holocaust survivors, the most le-
gitimate and accurate purveyors of 
the experience that was the Holocaust 

If a university is one place that 
stands as an independent guardian 
of truth and integrity, then it should 
protect its constituency from inflam-
matory and ill-intentioned assaults 
on values which hold us together. 

Lidya Osadchey—class of 1981, Jones 
College—is the Executive Director of 
the Holocaust Education Center and 
Memorial Museum of Houston. 

NOTE: At the Rice Media Cen-
ter, on January 21, 1992, at 
7:30 p.m., the Holocaust Edu-
cation Center will show the film 
"Wannsee Conference" fol-
lowed by a panel discussion by 
local Holocaust survivors. 
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Defending athletics: pluralism essential in the pursuit of excellence 
BEN HIPPEN 

Much has been said recently 
about the continued exist-
ence of "big-time" sports at 

Rice University, and most of the 
rhetoric is tending toward predict-
ing, if not calling for, the demise of 
Division I athletics here. Anyone who 
enjoys collegiate sports at Rice in any 
form opens the newspaper these days 
with trepidation, preparing to dis-
cover how much about Rice athletics 
they have "misunderstood." 

In fact, it seems that in addition to 
local members of the Rice commu-
nity, the Board of Governors and the 
coach of the basketball team also 
share this misunderstanding. How-
ever, I believe that it is not a misun-
derstandingwhich is being displayed, 
but basic philosophical differences 

South Blvd. 
Bicycles 

(West University Area) 

Christmas Special! 
Bicycle Tune Up 

$21.95 Reg. $34.95 
Includes: Clean chain cluster, 
adjust brakes and gears, true 

wheels, adjust hubs, crank and 
headsets, and reoll bike. 

20% Off 
repair and parts for all 
students with ID cards 

1 0 % off n e w b i k e s i 

2419-C South Blvd. 
526-6196 

in how to approach a university expe-
rience. 

The view that many of the more 
vocal participants in the athletics 
debate seem to subscribe to is the 

Greek's arete is 
excellence of 

mind and body. 
idea that Division I collegiate sports 
and academic excellence are mutu-
ally exclusive. They are not I point to 
Duke University, or Stanford as ex-
amples of excellence in both areas. If 
this preconception is false, there must 
be another powerful motive behind 
such vehement argument academ-
ics see athletes as genuinely inferior, 
within their own conception of excel-
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GRE•MCAT 

Courses begin soon. 

If you want more info on 

the best test p r e p in 

Hous ton , call us today. 

688-5500 
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... and now we can do it anytime. 
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lence, hence their presence at a uni-
versity is objectionable and irratio-
nal. 

This idea seems to be expressed 
by the comment by one alum who 
preferred that Rice purchase the 
Houston Oilers, and have the players 
make cameo appearances on campus. 
As Mark Schoenhals writes, "[this] 
would change little about the 
intercollegiate athletic program...it 
would be no less enjoyable, and serve 
the same purposes..." 

If it is possible to look beyond the 
facetiousness of that comment, it 
becomes apparent that this would 
not serve the purposes of the univer-
sity at all. For me, that experience 
involves living away from home for 
the first time, taking classes in sub-
jects that intrigue me, and finding an 
area of study that I truly enjoy learn-
ing about In the process of ail this is 

Division I sports 
and academic 
excellence are 
not mutually 

exclusive. 
a pursuit of excellence. 

The Greek word for this pursuit 
was arete. Arete embodies not just 
achievement, but the pursuit of 
achievement in all areas of life. To 
excel in areas of mind and body was 
a goal which the Greeks believed to 
be worthy of man in all his potential 
and demonstrated ability, and it is a 
belief that has withstood the test of 
time. 

From the NFL to the Olympic 
Games, we see how far the human 
body can go, just as we sit in awe in 
our ivory tower, marvelling at com 
parable achievements in the sciences, 

Imagine switch-
ing our academic 
pursuits toward 

'Division II 
intellectualism.' 

arts and humanities. Just as the 
workings of the cell are enough to 
instill amazement and reverence at 
the complexity and simplicity of it all, 
so too does the ability for the mortal 
to do immortal things on the playing 
field or court 

Some see athletics as "...cheap 
thrills for students and faculty...a 
mindless way for us to spend our 
Saturday afternoons and occasional 

weeknights." I say that it is only 
mindless if you don't bring a mind to 
it It truly takes an exposed mind to 
see beauty in a well executed play, 
just as one sees beauty in Rodin, or 
Michaelangelo. It takes an open mind 
to truly appreciate the ability it takes 
for Trevor Cobb to find a hole amidst 
a wall of 250-pound defenders, or to 
see the grace, coordination, and ma-
turity involved when Adam Feakes 
takes one to the hoop. 

We, as members of the Rice 
community, have the autonomy to 
close our mind to this aesthetic, or 
ignore it in pursuit of other prefer-
ences, but that doesn't mean we 
should cut it off, any more than we 
should cut off the Shepherd school. 
("They just sorta sit down at a piano 
and play, right?" or "Jeez, why do ya 
need to study how to sing? You just 
sort of do it"0 

If there is anything "anti-intellec-
tual" aboutathletics toward academia, 
I believe that there is more than a fair 
preponderance of arrogance and 
"anti-athlete" attitudes within the 
academic community. Just as aca-
demics are offended (as they ought 
to be) about being characterized as 
"eggheads," athletes are just as of-
fended about being characterized as 
"dumb jocks." 

Do other members of the Rice 
community not directly connected 
with athletics have any conception of 
what goes into creating a successful 
football or basketball team? Is it gen-
erally assumed that players just sort 
of do what comes naturally without 
preparation, film viewing, play action 
strategy, playbook memorizing, and 
development of fundamentals? 

Sports, in the twentieth century, 
has become a science: it is a pursuit 
of truth and ability. It cannot be spit 
upon without condemning any and 
all pursuits of excellence, as policy. 
Whether individuals choose to rec-
ognize it, as I have said, is their own 
prerogative. 

So why not the Houston Oilers 
instead of the Rice Owls? Because, 
just as we are not expected to know 
where we want to go with our lives 
and our pursuits, we cannot expect 
the same from our scholarship ath-
letes. They are students, seeking 
excellence, just like you and me. Di-
vision I athletics is the very best that 
collegiate athletics offers, thus if we 
are truly committed to a goal of arete, 
we owe it to our athletes to stay there 
and try and achieve the best 

Imagine the suggestion of switch-
ing our academic pursuits toward 
"Division II intellectualism." Outrage 
and indignation would result I came 
to Rice with the expectation that I 
could broaden my horizons, and 
pursue a field of study that was more 
diverse than my "science & tech" 
high school provided me. 
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Why should we assume scholar-
ship athletes are any different? We 
shouldn't They are bright and curi-
ous, and they are willing to lend just 
as much insight into the academic 
matters at hand as their non-athlete 
student counterparts. I would ask 
that students and professors alike 
not give in to a stereotype that ath-
letes here at Rice are trying very hard 
to fight Until you meet up with "aca-
demic discrimination" face to face 

Sports are only 
mindless if you 
don't bring a 

mind to them. 
from an athlete, give him or her the 
benefit of the doubt It seems to me 
that most students and faculty do 
this anyway, but recent events com-
pel me to request it of everyone. 

I do not consider myself an apolo-
gist for the athletic department, nor 
do I deny the problems that are pres-
ently facing them are serious and 
require attention. But to punish an 
entire section of the Rice community 
for doing what they are supposed to 
be doing, pursuing excellence, is 
preposterous and counterproduc-
tive. 

Replacing the 
Owls with the 

Oilers would not 
serve the 

purposes of the 
university at all. 
For me, athletics at Rice have been 

neither "mindless" nor "anti-intellec-
tual;" rather, the opportunity to see 
the hard work and talent that these 
athletes display is a form of aesthetic 
appreciation CWow! Did you see that 
catch?!"), albeit one we might not be 
able to name as such. 

"Please, if your experience with 
athletics here at Rice is not a fruitful 
or enjoyable one, understand that 
that is not the case with the many 
students who frequent the home 
games to support the team and really 
appreciate what athletics is all about 
If you've never been to a game, I 
encourage you to go, at least once, 
with someone who knows the game. 
Even if you never go again, you'll 
know what I'm talking about 

Ben Hippen is a freshman at Wiess 
College. 

Food drive 
shows 
graduate 
student 
generosity 
To the editors, 

I would like to thank all the people 
of the Rice community who helped 
make this year's GSA Food Drive for 
the Houston Food Bank a great suc-
cess. Due to the generosity of all 
involved, we were able to collect 765 
pounds of food for Houston's needy. 
Although this is an impressive 
amount I think all involved would 
agree that next year we should be 
able to collect at least 1000 pounds. 

I would also like to thank these 
people specifically: Sue Minkoff, 
Dusty Capistran, and Caroline 
Levander. 

Joseph Elias 
GSA Vice President 
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Support for athletics 
overlooked in debate 
To the editors, 

With all the recent debate con-
cerning athletics at Rice University, 
one major point has been grossly 
unreported—the overall support that 
students, faculty, and staff and fans 
demonstrate at Rice athletic events. 

Maybe Haskell 
and Mehta aren't 
using their tickets 

to the March 8 
Texas game. 

During this past football season, 
the Owls had an average attendance 
increase of more than 30,000 people 

per game—an increase of nearly 50 
percent from 1990. In basketball, the 
student support may even be greater. 
In the last two home men's basketball 
games, more than 1,000 students have 
shown up for each game. I dare any-
one on campus to find an event that 
energizes more than 40 percent of the 
student population for a single cause. 

Say what you will about Rice ath-
letics, but don't even try to say that 
Rice students don't support their 
athletic team Try to convince the 
students that won't be able to get into 
the Texas game in Autry Court on 
March 8 because of space limitations 
that Rice students don't care about 
athletics. Maybe Dr. Haskell or Amit 
Dinesh Mehta aren't using their tick-
ets that day. 

Beau Bradley 
Baker '93 

Quality-of-life benefits 
compensate for low SATs 
To the editors, 

As current Rice students, we are 
dismayed by what appears to be an 
exaggerated outlash against our stu-
dent-athletes and the Rice Athletic 
Program. The publication of average 
SAT scores and high-school rankings 
for athletes vs. non-athletes in last 
week's Thresher represents how ab-
surd this debate has become. The 
fact that Dr. Juday even requests this 
information is ludicrous. 

For years, it has been public 
knowledge that Rice admission stan-
dards differ for scholarship athletes 
from those of the rest of the student 
body. But does this disparity really 
jeopardize Rice's academic credibil-
ity? We feel the answer is an unquali-
fied "no." If our athletes aren't ready 
for college, then whose are? Every 
student admitted to Rice adds to its 
educational environment. 

Regardless of major chosen, any 
student will find most courses at Rice 
more difficult than they would at any 
other school. Rice is not in the busi-
ness of handing out easy diplomas, 
and the high graduation rate of our 
athletes should only add to Rice's 
prestige. 

So what is the role of the student-
athlete in our community? Through 

the use of his physical skills, the ath-
lete brings Rice together and gives it a 
source of pride. Obviously, it is easier 
to have pride in a team that wins than 
one that loses. Regardless, we are 
proud of our athletes. The value they 
add to everyone's college experience 
is immeasurable. Dr. Haskell points 
out that athletics is an economic loser; 
we contend that he fails to see the true 
scope of the enjoyed benefits. 

Athletes' academ-
ics don't damage 

our credibility 
It is for the "complete university 

experience" that most students at-
tend Rice, and it is doubtful that ei-
ther of the undersigned would have 
matriculated at Rice in the absence of 
Division I athletic programs. If Dr. 
Juday truly believes that SAT scores 
should be a primary criterion for ad-
mitting new students, he has failed to 
consider all factors contributing to 
the student body's quality of life. 

David Mansfield 
Christopher Cowles 

Jones '92 

Debate good, but constant 
criticism harms athletes 
To the editors, 

A lot of people who have either 
written an article or letter to the editor 
about cheating, the honor system, 
and athletics have referred to the 
entire subject as a controversy. 
Where is this controversy? Attacks 
of the athletic system are in the ma-
jority, and the question of whether or 
not to change the athletic program at 
Rice has already been decided. 

A little more than 12% of all stu-
dents at Rice participate in NCAA 
Division I sports. That's close to one 
out of every eight students here. Al-
though often justifiable, the unnec-
essary amount of criticism of the 
system also affects those students. 
My own personal experience pro-
vides a good example. 

Over break, I happened to be 
wearing a Rice hat while shopping. 
In one store an innocent salesperson 
attempted to strike up a conversation 
with me. He asked me if it really was 
true that all the athletes there did 
cheat like the news said and that he 
figured they probably did because 
the papers said so. This really 
frightened me. I ended the conver-
sation and did not attempt to inform 
him that I was a student-athlete due 
to sheer embarrassment 

Albeit through misinterpretation 
of an article, I had been labelled a 

cheater by someone who didn't even 
know me. A lot of other athletes have 
similar fears, as well as many others 
involved in the program The prob-
lems made apparent by your newspa-
per are problems that should be ad-
dressed; however, the huge amount 
of criticism has also affected alumni, 
students, and prospective students. 

Last week, when Rice basketball 
team played Baylor, there seemed to 
be little lack of support at the game. 
The criticism has been of the athletic 
program, yet students still support it 
at games. Perhaps they just root for 
the players, therefore justifying to 
themselves their ability to criticize 
the program. But the program is 
based upon the students who par-
ticipate as athletes. 

I am not asking for people to stop 
the defenses or criticisms of the 
athletic system, but be fair and give 
all involved a chance to have their 
say. Soon, the ARC report will come 
out and hopefully help to clarify some 
of the problems with Rice's athletic 
program. I feel that these are con-
cerns which should be discussed 
openly. However in writing this letter 
I wish to make people take notice of 
who is being affected by superfluous 
criticism. 

Keith Wilkerson 
Brown '93 
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We are a full service agency but we allow this special discount for 
your assistance with this coupon. No minimum order required. 

This coupon is 
good for 5% off 
any fare you find. 

114 Oyvwt 
spm 11005 

529-2505 
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HEY, DAPS! UP AMP 
AT 'EM! GET A MOVE 
ON' RIS5 'N'5HIN5! 

\ / f 3 " 
d > , 

C'MON, PAP-O-RAMA! 
IT'S ELEVEN O'CLOCK! 

TIME TO 6ETA MOVE ON! 

YOU'RE GOING TO BE LATE 
FOR /OUR JOB-SEEKERS 
SUPPORT GROUP! I'LL PICK 
OUT YOUR OUTFIT, OKAY? 

BE RIGHT BACK' 

HOMJ 
HUMILIATING.. 

O 
O 

l/f»i 

WHAT 
COLOR 
UNDER-
PANTS 

00 YOU • 
WANT? 

OKAY, PEOPLE, I'M STILL 
JIMMY, ANP THIS IS STIL L 
THE LOUJE-R MANHATTAN JOB 
SEEKERS SUPPORT GROUP' 

f ' 
T 

^ AS SOME OF YOU MAY HAVE 
HEARD, ONE OF OUR MEMBERS, 
ELLEN, GOT A JOB LAST UJEEK 
SHE HAP TO TAKE A 5!T OF A 
PAY an, 
BUT SHE'S? 
SACK ID 

WORK! I 

IT LOOKS LIKE EVERYONE'S 
HERE, SO WHY PONT WE 
(GET STARJET?, OKAY, 

PEOPLE2 / 

SO IT CAN BE PONE! I 
KNOW SOME OF YOU PONT 
FEEL THAT KJAY RIGHT NOW. 
I KNOW SOME OF YOU HAVE 
MORE OR LEGS GIVEN UP... 

ISNT THAT 
RJGHT, 
MIKE? 

I PUNNO. 
1 GUESS. 

WHO CARES 2 

AS YOU WOW, WE LIKE 
TO OPEN EVERY SESSION 
OF OUR JOB SEEKERS SUP-
PORT GROUP WITH QUICK, 
PROFESSIONAL INTRODUCTIONS 

THIS LETS EVERYBODY ELSE 
KNOW WHO YOU ARE ANP U/HAT 
YOU ARE' MIKE, YOU LEAP 
OFF, ANP WE'LL GO CLOCKWISE 
AROUNP THE X 

I'M MIKE. 
I'M A 

COMPLETE 
LOSER. 

WHOA, 
jr'/H WHOA. 

HARVEY. ™T'i 
PITTO. THE RE-

CESSION 
SPEAKING, 
PEOPLE! 

\ 

MIKE, LETS WORK THROUGH THIS 
SELF-ESTEEM LOSS YOU'REEXPER 
IENCJNG... TRY TO LAY OUT YOUR 
ASSETS, YOUR STRENGTHS. THEN 

WE'LL LET 
W*-7> THEOROUP 

S) JUMP IN 

MY ASSETS? WELL, LET'S 
6EE. I'M A COPYWRITER 
COMPETENT AT BEST. 801 
HONEST ENOUGH TO WON' 
PER WHETHER IWASNT 
/I FRAUD FROM THE 
START ANP DESERVED 
TO BE F./REP. 1 

OKAY, THATSMIKE'S 
BASELINE1 WHO 
WANTS TO BUILP 
CN/T? \ H^5A 

V, SNAPPY 
PRE9SER. 

^ NOT 
k 

63. -UTEDPA^-

YOU KNOUJ, EVERYONE, MAYBE 
ME'RE ALL POUJN TOPAYBECAUSE 
OF THE PAST HOLIDAY. NONE OF 
US COULPAFFORP MUCH CHRIST-
MAS THIS YEAR. MY SON ONLY 

GOT A BOOK, I'M 
ASHAMEP TO SAY... 

YOU THINK THAT5 BAP? 
I GAVE MYPAUGFTER 
A BOX OF PAPER CL IPS 
I STOLE FROM MY OFFICE 
THE PAY I WAS FIREL?. 
THAT'S ALE SHE GOT 

UM...IM 
SURE SOME- NN 

ONEHERE 
CAN TOP NOPE 

IT, RIGHT? NJJ-
\ ME 

THAT 15 
PATHETIC. 

THANKS 
Si 

REALLY 

OKAY, FOLKS, LETS MOVE 
ON TO JOB OPENINGS. A 
FEW GREAT OPPORTUNITIES 

,HAVE BEEN 
REFERREP 

ANYONE HERE- EXPERT IN 
INTERNATIONAL CURRENCY 
ISSUES ? OKAY, ANYONE IN 
FEMTOSECOND LASERS ? ANY 
PARALLEL COMPUTER ENGI-
NEERS 7 HIV EPIDEMIOLOGISTS'. 

NO?. 
NOBOPY? 

OKA Y, NOW, £V£R 

PON'T DESPAIR... you WERE 
j PERFECTLY 

EDUCATED 
FORTHE 

^ BRONZE 
AGE7 

TOME... 

Athlete speaks up 
To the editors, 

Following four weeks of silence and weath-
ering numerous waves of criticism and attack, 
IVe decided that it was time to speak out Last 
week's issue was once again completely filled 
with opinions and commentaries regarding the 
Honor Council case number six, as well as the 
Athletic Department as a whole. Although not 
surprised to see the controversy continuing, I 
was deeply disturbed by the fact that you have 
yet to print a letter from someone supporting 
the Athletic Department Maybe that's apathy 
on our (the athletes') part but I think now it's 
time that our silence be broken. 

Let me start by stating that I am a senior and 
since my matriculation have watched various 
waves of discussion rise and fall regarding the 
banishment of our Athletic Department Un-
fortunately, the discussions have become much 
more prominent these days. When I first arrived 
at Rice there was a small, silent minority which 
expressed their opposition, but now that group 
has become a very vocal majority. 

The group undoubtedly has ammunition 
ready for combat and with the recent Honor 
Code violations they have all of the support 
they need to make their contentions. The 
problem is that's not fair. The banishment of 
the Athletic Department and Honor Code vio-
lation are not one and the same. They are two 
completely separate ideas and must not be 
addressed or treated as one. If you have a 
contention about the existence of a competitive 
Athletic Department here at Rice then voice it, 
but do not use this recent violation as the straw 
to break the camel's back. 

If non-athletes take 
out 30-40 hours a 

week for any activity, 
they would find it very 

unreasonable to 
undertake a 

challenging major. 
As an athlete I have definitely been called to 

test my allegiance as a result of this incident. 
Although I am not an athlete that got caught, 
and so in fact feel very bitter toward those that 
have because their actions have resulted in an 
unfair stereotype being placed on us all, I also 
find myself defending the^fhletic Department 
as a whole. The Athletic Department did not 
cheat The300remaining athletes did not cheat 
28 people messed up, cheated and got caught 
They were wrong and should deal with the 
consequences of their actions. Although I am 
honestly not convinced that the students in-
volved truly understand the damage they have 
caused as a result of their actions, I do think 
that their case was unfairly highlighted in the 
public eye. If there were 28 physics or English 
majors caught and accused of the same thing, 
the publicity would undoubtedly not be ac sub-
stantial. 

The newspapers were given information 
that was hearsay and whether or not it was 
from an athlete involved or someone who had 
simply "heard it around campus," it was the 
basis on which every student on campus made 
their judgment regarding the case. My initial 
disappointment was with Jill Salomon because 
of her article which was simply based on un-
founded allegations. However, after consider-
ing the situation I must instead applaud her. 
She did a good job of "getting the scoop" on a 
breaking story. Therefore, my disappointment 
lies with the people responsible for the place-
ment of the article in the paper. Without con-
sideration of the consequences, you let some 
very damaging information get out before there 
was a complete understanding of the situation 
as a whole. 

It was the release of this article which lqft 
myself and the rest of the Athletic department 
on the defensive. We did not all mess up. They 
(the 28) did. There is not a fundamental belief 
within the Athletic Departmentthat their actions 
were condoned, yet your article and the pre-
sentation of this case have led outsiders to 
believe that we as a department are all insuffi-
ciently prepared to complete our educational 
requirements at this school. 

I know for a fact that you would be very 
hard-presseato find an athlete who would stand 
up and say that their Human Performance 
major is more academically challenging than 
thatof a Physics major.That's notour contention 
so if that's the impression those against us 
have, 1 can assure you that you are being 
misled. However, I know for a fact that there 
are not many SE's who could come out and 
physically complete one of our practice ses-
sions, and I'm making that statement based on 
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a women's practice so it does not even enter-
tain the possibility of them completing one of 
the men's workouts. Maybe not even a physical 
challenge is in order. Instead 111 assert that if 
they simply take out the 30-40 hours a week 
that we must dedicate to our sport they would 
find it very unreasonable to even wrestle with 
the idea that they could undertake such a 
challenging major. Academically challenging 
(more challenging) majors are completed 
through time commitment, and with the chunk 
of time that we are required to dedicate to our 
respective sports, this commitment becomes 
near impossible. Yet we still must find the time 
to complete all of the same requirements within 
our major so we can graduate under the same 
guidelines as every student at Rice. We do not 
have an "Athletic Curriculum," and our grades 
are not based on any different scale than the 
normal students. 

The problem is that we have people oper-
ating in two different arenas. As athletes we 
have grown up surrounded by people. Sport is 
a means of entertainment which not only is 
conducive to, but also requires interaction with 
people. These interactions result in our inter-
est in business and other fields which are very 
people-oriented. Thus our interest in Manage-
rial Studies or Human Performance. Just as 
your majors reflect your interest in science, 
research, and engineering, our majors reflect 
our interest in people. Because our focus and 
intentions lie in something without scientific 
orientation it doesnt make us wrong, it makes 
us different You cannot eliminate an entire 
mainstream group of people simply because 
they are different from you. 

The other thing to consider regarding this 
case are the statements being made regarding 
the size of the group that was involved: 28. 
Twenty-eight people got caught and they were 
athletes, so this number seems outrageous. 
However, if you look at it proportionately it can 
be seen much more realistically. The Athletic 
Department is made up of over 300 students. 
No other department on campus has that many 
students who are categorized together. If we 
look at another department with 40 students 
involved and only 4 of them were caught for 
Honor Code violations it would not seem as 
serious because the numbers weren't as big. In 
reality, however, 4 out of 40 is just as devastating 
a ratio as 28 out of300. Suddenly the numbers 
don't look as out of proportion. As an athlete, I 
learned a very valuable lesson early on in my 
career about statistics. Anybody can manipulate 
a statistic so that its presentation says what 
they want it to. Although it was important at the 
time, the importance of this statement rings 
much more true in this instance. 

I dont want to come across as condemning 
to anyone because that is exactly the type of 
action which inspired me to write this letter. I 
have completely enjoyed four years at Rice and 
can honestly say that most of my enjoyment 
has come as a result of my interaction with 
those outside of the Athletic department 
However, the Athletic Department and the 
people involved have afforded me some op-
portunities which I never dreamed I could 
have. I dont think we as a department are 
perfect but I know that we are an integral part 
of the success of this university. A school 
without an athletic department is not much 
more than an extended classroom. I do not 
think that's what the students or people of Rice 
truly want There are many problems on this 
campus but I think they can be solved if we 
concentrate on elimination. The idea that there 
must be an "us" and "them" cannot continue. 
Collectively, there is an ignorance on both 
parts about what it takes to be on "the other 
side," and if we are going to continue as a 
university this ignorance must be stopped. 
Everyone at this school is here and deserves to 
be here because they have something special 
to offer to the institution as a whole. It's time to 
stop trying to berate those that are different 
from us and accept and appreciate them because 
they are different 

Andrea Young 
Women's Basketball 

Jones '92 

We're throwing 
a public, and 

you're invited. 
To help you meet new people with 

whom to discuss issues that are impor-

tant to you, we're sponsoring small, 

regular, issue-oriented discussion groups. 

If you are interested or have ideas, call 

David Metzler at 630-8956 or Mark 

Schoenhals at 527-4801 or 630-8510. 

DETAILS NEXT W E E K 

WE BETTER 
GET GOING, 
BOOPSIE. 
THE MOVIE: 
STARTS AT 
6:00' 

B P, WHAT PO 
THE LAST FOUR 
MONTHS APP 

UP TO 2 

ALL OUR PATES-
WHAT PO THEY MEAN2 

WHAT HAVE WE RE ~ 
SOLVEP ABOUT OUR 
RELATIONSHIP2 

UIHAT-. SOMETHING GOOD ? 
I'M JUST GUESSING. 

/ 
CLEARLY. 

B.P.OVERTHE LAST FEW 
MONTHS, WE'VE BEEN VERY 
CAREFULLY PUTTING OUR 
RELATIONSHIP BACK 

TOGETHER-

DO YOU HAVE ANYTHING TO SAY 
TOME YET? PO YOU HAVE 
ANYTHING AT ALE YOU'VE XJ 
BEEN WANTING TO ^ 

UM...IPUNNO. 
LIKE WHAT 7 

LIKE "I LOVE 
YOU"? SOME-

J THING 

B.QMF YOU HAVE 
T06U&5, THEN 
FORGET IT! JUST 
FORGET THE 

WHOLE THING.' 

OKAY, OKAY, 
IT'S PEFINITELY 

"ILOVE YOU." 
HELE, WHAT USB 
COULP IT BE? 

NEVER 
M/NP 

B.P., AS USUAL, YOU JUST 
PONT GET IT! LET'S FORGET 
ABOUT GOING OUT TONIGHT, 
OKAY? LET'S JUST FORGET 

ABOUT IT! 

BOOPSIE, YOU'RE GIVING ME NOTH-
ING BUT MIXEP SIGNAL'S HERE1 

YOU WANT TO SEE ME, YOU PON'T' 
I MAKE YOU HAPPY, I MAKE YOU 
UPSET! I CAN'T FIGURE OUT HJHAT'S 

GOING ON' 

TELL ME? 

WELL, OKAY, 
IF THAT'5 
WHAT YOU 
WANT.. 

PON'T 
507 YOU 
JUST 
SAIP, 

I KNOW WHAT 
I SAIP AN PI 
MEANT IT! 
6ET0UTA 
HERE! 60' 
SCRAM! 

WAIT. 
PON'T 
GO' 

5TAYEP' 
CD PO 
CARE 

HELL, IHARPLY 
E VEN RECOGNIZE 
YOU ANY MORE! 
EACH TlME I SEE-
YOU, YOU'VE PUT 
ON MORE WEIGHT' 

HELLO, 
PESEFCi 
STORK 

\ 

THERE 

WHAT 00 

r%nr- K I /I A IT- ̂  UH'HUH. 
PREGNANT? YOU HAPPY7 

B. P„ I'M SORRY IPIPNT TELL 
YOU EARLIER, BUT THINGS 
WERE SO UP IN THE AIR. I 
PIPNT KNOW HAV YOU'P TAKE 
IT. I MEAN, HAVING A BABY'S 

A BIG PEAL, EVEN IE WE 
WERE MARRJEP' /TF 

* 

> VI 

HAPPY? HOW COULPI NOT 
BE HAPPY? THIS IS 
SPECTACULAR. NEWS! 

YES, WE PIP. 
BUT... HOW2 ONE NIGHT LAST 
WEPIPN'T YEAR WE HAP A 
EVEN., 

I 
BIT TOO MUCH TO 
PRJNK, ANP YOU 
GOT LUCK/. SO PIP 
I AS IT TURNS 

I... r PON'T 
REMEMBER. 

TLL CHERISH 
THEMEMORY 

FORSCTH 
OF US. 

HEY, YOU WANT TO GET 
MARRJEP, WE'LL GET MAR-
RJEP. NO PROBLEM. PONE 
PEAL. WE'LL CALL OUR 

FAMILIES ANP PO IT1 

ANP IF YOU PONT WANT 7D GET 
MARRJEP, THAT'S OKAY TOO. 
IF YOU WANT TC PC ONE OF 
THOSE OUT-OF'WEPLOCK PEALS, 

/ THEN THAT'S 
WHATWE'LL 

PO' 

OF COURSE. THERE'LL 
BE THE /NE Vi TABLE 

COMPARISONS TO 
WARREN BEATTY. 

YOU CAN 
HANPLE- THAI 

THOUGH. 
RIGHT r 
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Student Association plans to restructure internal organization 
by Alyson Goodwin 

The Student Association Senate 
made plans to restructure its internal 
affairs at the annual spring SA retreat 
this last weekend. SA President Mitra 
Miller said that this will "require 
constitutional changes." 

One proposed change involves a 
formal statement that presidents are 

not obligated to work on SA commit-
tees. Because college presidents 
have time consuming responsibili-
ties within their own colleges, most 
SAresponsibility would be shifted to 
the officers and senators. 

Miller added that the presidents 
will "retain full voting rights" and 
that their voluntary cooperation will 
still be encouraged. 

Internal Vice-President Todd 

Ballengee said that the new plan 
"will enable [the presidents] to tackle 
issues they already deal with in their 
positions as president" 

Another proposed change con-
cerns the committee system Instead 
of the current system of indepen-
dent committees, the Senate would 
like to implement a plan involving 
three major committee groups. 

Miller explained that each group 

The rumors are true; Butler did it... 

"Grounds for Murder" at Archi-Arts 
by Shala Phillips 

The Archi-Arts committee chair 
has announced the mystery theme, 
"Grounds for Murder," and the plans 
for a general restructuring of Archi-
Arts this year. 

Chair Rhett Butler and a mix of 
graduate and undergraduate archi-
tecture students undertook the re-
vamping in the hopes of restoring to 
the dance a bit of its former sophis-
tication. They plan to enhance its 
traditional aspects, such as the annual 
floor show, to give the event a broader 
appeal. 

"It's usually very student-oriented. 
Architecture students love acid rock. 
While I'm sure not everyone likes 
jazz and big band, the dance is geared 
to wardsabroader audience. It'sopen 
to everyone in the Houston area." 
said Butler. 

"Grounds for Murder" will be a 
rambling conglomeration of sus-
pects. Butler envisions the event as a 
take-off on the typical 1920's mys-
tery plot of murder in the ballroom. 
"My vision of what Archi-Arts could 
be is almost make-believe. The whole 
illusion is that it's something out of 
the 1920's," said Butler. 

Throughout the evening, actors 
will be wandering through the 
crowds performing snippets of mur-
der mysteries. The fragments can be 
coalesced into a final solution. "The 
skits are more for enjoyment," says 
Rhett Butler, "They are not the focus 
of Archi-Arts. There will be no grand 
announcement at the end to declare 
a winner. For one thing, I dont think 
anyone will care at two in the morn-
ing." 

The skits are to be performed in 
various rooms at random times dur-

ing the evening. "The whole thing is 
sort of like a Brazilian carnival. There 
is a common subplot among the skits: 
someone has disappeared and there 
are many suspects," said Butler. 

The highlight of the evening is 
scheduled to be the annual floor show, 
commonly known as "The Court" In 
its original conception, The Court of 
Honorees" was designed as a chance 
for some of Rice's beauties to model 
the costumes created by the archi-
tecture students. 

In recent years, the floor show 

donating its Grand Ballroom, along 
with several other rooms on its 
ground floor, for the event 

The interior of the Warwick fit so 
well with the theme of the dance that 
few, if any, additional decorations 
need to be prepared. Shisha Van 
Horn, who is in charge of financial 
planning for the event, cited the 
hotel's accessibility from the Rice 
campus, as well as its conveniently 
appropriate decor as reasons for the 
selection. "The Warwick is easy to 
get to, and the decorations were 20's 

My vision of what Archi-Arts could be is almost 

make-believe. The whole illusion is that it's 

something out of the 1920's, 

--Rhett Butler, Archi-Arts committee chair 
has become too much of a proces-
sion, according to Eva Belik, this 
year's floor show coordinator. She 
plans to spice up the spectacle a bit 
Her original idea involved fiery drag-
ons, distressed damsels, and valiant 
knights. She had to modify that con-
ception a bit to bend it to the 
whodunnit theme, but would only 
say that changes had been made. 

Suffice it to say that the costumes 
will be elaborate, and that there's 
very little "procession" about the 
spectacle, according to Belik. The 
commitee currently plans for a pa-
rade to follow the floor show. 

The money for these elaborate 
designs came from several unex-
pected sources. A local jazz-blues 
band, Grady Gaines and the Texas 
Upsetters, was found by Gulf Coast 
Productions, who have donated their 
usual fee. The Wyndham Warwick is 

Brown, Baker announce RA search 
by Kevin Mistry 

Brown and Baker Colleges have 
begun looking for new residential 
associates for next year. While the 
processes are in their elementary 
stages so far, both colleges have or-
ganized search committees, are ac-
cepting names of potential candi-
dates, and are developing the criteria 
for selecting the applicants. 

Baker's committee has already 
interviewed some of its candidates 
and had lunch with others. Brown's 
search committee, which began 
proceedings on Tuesday, hopes to 
start interviewing by Jan. 25. 

Though the process is going 
smoothly at both colleges, both 
Brown search committee chairman 
Ray Brizendine and Baker's educa-
tion vice president Paige Riddick 
seem to have found a common 
problem: competition from each 
other as well as the master searches 
at Jones and Hanszen. 

Said Brizendine, "The narrow pool 
of candidates has left us running into 
many of the same people courted at 
the other colleges." Riddick shared 
that sentiment when she said, "We've 
had as much interest as anyone in 
the past two or three years, but the 
general trend is not to have people 
knocking down your door." 

Both college committees seemed 
hopeful of the advertisement that 
appeared in the Rice News. Other 
sources of renewed interest might 
come from Vice President for Student 
Affairs Stebbings, who plans on 

holding a reception with the college 
masters to address the search for 
both RA's and masters in the near 
future. 

Brown's RA search committee 
comprised of current and past college 
presidents and associates coordina-
tors and representatives of each class, 
met Tuesday night to set criteria, 
work out initial problems, and discuss 
possible choices. 

"We at this point have only two 
requirements. First candidates can 
be faculty only. Second, they must be 
willing to stay at least two years," 
Brizendine said. The time require-
ment, Brizendine noted, would be 
crucial after the following year, when 
Brown changes masters. "Experi-
enced RA's would be instrumental in 
easing the new masters' transition to 
Brown, and would help the college 
tremendously," Brizendine added. 

Lyle Williams, Brown president, 
also accentuated the role of RA's in 
college life. "The RA's here at Brown 
have made the college a lot of fun. 
Whomever we pick to replace them 
will be role models for college 
members." Both members of the 
committee commented on the 
uniqueness of the RA position at 
Brown. Unlike other colleges that 
have two or three RA positions, 
Brown has only one pair of RA's. In 
addition to the greater contact with 
students, Brizendine also noted that 
the Brown RA will share a more tight-
knit circle of responsibility with the 
college masters. 

Brown members are being asked 
to participate in the search by seek-

would be controlled by a vice-presi-
dent who would "allocate resources 
among the committees in his group." 

Though no specific group names 
have been decided, Miller provided 
an overview of the three general cat-
egories. One group will concern stu-
dent services such as the directory, 
the Book Co-op, and Student Saver 
cards. Another group will involve 
student life, directing issues such as 
food, safety, and the alcohol policy. 
The final group will focus on univer-
sity policy such as tuition, parking, 
and conservation. 

Secretary Patrick Good explained 
that the point is to put "more man-
power in one committee" instead of 
spreading people through many 
committees. 

Ballengee provided the example 
of food policy as an issue which used 
to be highly disputed and now is no 
longer an issue. He said that the new 
plan will allow the senate to "reallo-
cate committee members to what's 
currently most important" 

Next the senate put forth specific 
ideas to bring up in the next senate 

meeting and "set specific goals for 
each committee." 

The committees also all set spe-
cific goals for the remainder of the 
year. These include working for a 
fixed tuition rate so that students 
would not be affected by tuition hikes 
after they entered Rice. Other goals 
are to extend an invitation to the 
1993 Commencement speaker and 
to assess the problems involved with 
the Book Co-op. 

Good explained that since the 
retreat is a closed meeting, the Sen-
ate "can't decide anything officially. 
We just decide where we want to go 
for the rest of the semester." 

Ballengee said that the retreat 
also provided the opportunity to 
"check where we are in relation to 
our goals." 

Miller said that the senate dis-
cussed "how to generally improve 
and increase communication" both 
within the senate and between sen-
ate members and their constituents. 
They also tried to discover ways in 
which "everyone on the senate could 
do a better job." 

News and Publications 
sponsors writing classes 

anyway. Originally, we had tried for 
the old Rice Hotel, but that was sim-
ply impossible. It would have been 
too expensive to fix up," she said. 
The money saved by the minimal 
decorating will be poured into the 
costumes and staging of the floor 
show and parade. 

The dance is scheduled to take 
place Friday night Feb. 14, from 9 
p.m. to 2 a.m. Tickets for the event 
will be $20 per person in advance, 
and $25 per person at the door. There 
are a limited number of tickets, so 
interested persons are advised to buy 
their tickets which will be available 
in about two weeks, as quickly as 
possible. As always, costumes are 
preferred attire for the dance; how-
ever, Butler pointed out that "black 
tie, in our opinion, is a costume for 
this, justas much asasmo king jacket 
from the Orient Express.' 

ing out interested faculty members 
and making lists of the faculty they 
would like to contact The committee 
anticipates the interviews should be 
completed by mid-Feb., with an offi-
cial announcement in March. As of 
yet there are between five and ten 
candidates, with an unspecified 
number of interested faculty mem-
bers who have contacted the com-
mittee for more information. 

The search for new RA's at Baker 
College has gotten farther than 
Brown's. Having already informally 
interviewed some candidates during 
lunch, the college committee is pre-
paring to enter more formal discus-
sions with their candidates. Riddick 
discussed some of the committee's 
requirements for the new RA "We're 
looking for someone the whole col-
lege can feel confident in." 

Raquel Arnold, another member 
of the committee, added, "The person 
should be non-judgmental, someone 
who you can go to with a problem. 
The person shouldn't be someone 
who will call the campos when you're 
in trouble, but will listen to a student 
in trouble. That person should also 
be someone other than the master 
that you can go to if the master isn't 
available, or if you feel uncomfort-
able going to the master forwhatever 
reason." 

While an exact time table at Baker 
hasn't been set the committee is still 
looking for more candidates, and 
hopes to expand contact with those it 
has already met with. like Brown, 
the Baker comittee will wait until 
March before making a decision. 

Michael Berryhill will be leading the brown-bag lunch lectures on writing. 

by Sam Cole 

A series of brown-bag lunch lec-
tures on journalistic and practical 
application writing is being offered 
by the Office of News and Publica-
tions. The 12 week series, which 
began last Wednesday at noon, is led 
by Michael Berryhill, a newspaper 
writer and editor for more than ten 
years and current Executive Director 
of the News and Publications for Rice. 

"There's all kinds of writing. When 
you leave the university and go into 
the business world, the first thing 
that you will hear is people complain-
ing that they don't know how to write. 
So this is an attempt to fill some of 
that need," said Berryhill. 

Most of the curriculum for the 
course comes out of Berryhill's ex-
perience in teaching journalism at 
SMU as well as a seminar he did for 
writers at the Houston Gironicle. 

"This course has a pretty good 
professional content in it I think it 
would be of interest to anyone who 
has to handle the fundamentals of 
writing. It would be u seful for anyone 
writing reports or essays," said 
Berryhill. 

In addition to helping students on 
paper assignments, this program will 

be especially helpful for anyone in-
terested in pursuing a career in 
journalism, according to Berryhill. 
"Of course at Rice, there is no jour-
nalism program so [the Office of 
News and Publications] becomes, by 
default the journalismprogram that's 
here," said Berryhill. 

According to Berryhill, although 
it might appear that people must be 
naturally talented in order to be good 
writers, "writing can be learned. It's 
like any other craft You learn it by 
doing it by repetition and by think-
ing about it and talking about it and 
reading books about it It's not a 
mystical skilL" 

Aside from Berryhill, the course 
will be taught by members of the 
News and Publications staff, includ-
ing David Medinah, who has written 
for the Wall Street Journal and the 
Dallas Times-Herald and Keith 
Mattas, the news editor for the Rice 
News. In addition, there will probably 
be additional guest speakers frpm 
the Houston journalism community, 
according to Berryhill. 

The discussions will be every 
Wednesday at noon until April 8 in 
the 3rd floor conference room in Allen 
Center. This no credit course is free 
of charge and is open to students, 
faculty, and staff. 
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Ballroom dancers 
place in competition 

Suzie Hardt and Gavin Clarkson 
represented Rice and placed at the 
Fifth Annual International Dance-
sport Festival inTampa, Florida held 
the week of Jan. 6. The two com-
petitors received a gold medal in the 
American Two-Dance competition 
(Waitzand Foxtrot), a silver medal in 
the International Modern Two-Dance 
competition (Waltz and Quickstep), 
and bronze medals in American 
Tango, Mambo, West Coast Swing, 
and the International Latin Two-
Dance competition (Rumba and Cha-
Cha). 

Wood gives public 
reading 

Associate Professor of English 
Susan Wood will be reading from her 
new book of poetry, Campo Santo, at 
Brazos Bookstore on Tuesday, Jan. 
21. Her book received the 1991 
Lamont Poetry Selection, an award 
given annually by the Academy of 
American Poets to the country's best 
second book of poems. Wood will be 
reading at 7:45 p.m. sharp. 

Parking study 
presentation 

A slide lecture of the results of the 
Rice parking study will be shown in 
Sewall 301 on Monday, Jan. 20 at 
4p.m. Professor 0. Jack Mitchell, 
chair of the parking advisory com 
mittee and author of the study, will 
present the results. 

Staff member's 
kindness praised 

Rice Memorial Center staff mem 
ber Berhane Gebremeskel received 
the Staff Recognition Award as well 
as gifts of a Rice watch and a briefcase 
for his aid to a visitor whose car was 
stuck in the rain drenched mud out-
side the RMC last fall. Since 
Gebremeskel refused money from 

Campus Crime Statistics 
Covering Period 12/6/91 -1/12/92 

Date Tune Place 
12/15-1/5 Hanszen 

12/18-1/5 5:00 p.m. Lovett 

1/6 8:35 p.m. Brown 

1/8-1/9 3:30 p.m. Brown 

1/8 7:00 p.m. Brown 

Description 
Burglary - The complainant re-
ported suspect(s) had entered his 
residence and stole a $100 bill from 
his bank. There was no sign of 
forced entry. The complainant ad-
vised that his door was locked. No 
witnesses. No suspects. 

Burglary - The complainant re-
ported suspect(s) stole a bottle of 
liquor and a video tape. The room 
was locked at the time of the inci-
dent No witnesses. No suspects. 

Credit Card Abuse - Complainant 
reported suspect (s) engaged in 
unauthorizeduseofhisphonecredit 
card number. The number was 
used on numerous occasions. 

Theft - The complainant reported 
that suspect(s) had stolen his credit 
card. The card was a Visa. 

Theft - The complainant reported 
that suspect(s) stole his VCR The 
room was unlocked at the time. No 
witnesses. No suspects. 

Knowledge is a gift to be shared. 

TEACH 

AMERICA 

FOR 

l each For America is a national teacher corps of talented 
and dedicated individuals from all ethnic backgrounds 
and academic majors who commit two years to teach in 
urban and rural areas with persistent teacher shortages. 

I nr mure 
inlnriiKitinn visit 
viiiir ( arccr service 
nITiie. 

Charles Snyder, whose car was fi-
nally pushed out of the mud, Snyder 
wrote to Rice praising and thanking 
Gebremeskel. 

Hello. Hello? 
Telefund for dollars 

Students, alumni, faculty, and staff 
are invited to participate in the annual 
1992 Rice Telefund. Calling for this 
year's Telefund will be from 6:15 -
9p.m. on Jan. 27 - 30, Feb. 3 - 6 and 
Feb. 10-13 in the Office of Develop-
ment, third floor of the Allen Center. 
Prizes will be awarded each night for 
pledges. For further information, call 
extension 4091 or 4991. 

Rabbi to teach Intro 
to Judaisim 

Rabbi Samuel Darff is teaching a 
course entitled "Introduction to Ju-
daism" this spring semester. Karff is 
spiritual leader of Congregation Beth-
El and is being sponsored as one of 
144 instructors across the United 
States by the Jewish Chautauqua 
Society. 

Houston's Coolest Daiquiri Bar 

TUESDAY 

254 Bottled Beer and 
Mixed Drinks 

THURSDAY 

504 Bottled Beer and 
Mixed Drinks 

5775 Richmond 
(At Chimney Rock) 

784-1709 

$5 Cover on Tuesdays 
and Thursdays 

FAIRFAX 

HEALTHY MALES WANTED AS SEMEN DONORS: 
Fairfax Cryobank needs healthy young men as semen donors: Excellent 
compensation; Help Infertile Couples; Confidentiality Ensured; Ages 

18 to 35; Located in the Texas Medical Center. Call 799-9937 

PH.D. 
M.D. 
J.D. 

M. B. A 
IF YOU D0NT HAVE THE NUMBERS, 

YOU WON'T GET THE LETTERS. 
.1 HE. 

DUCATIONAL GROU 

Weslayan Plaza in West University 

( 7 1 3 ) 6 6 4 - 7 2 0 0 

LSAT • GMAT • GRE • MCAT 
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Southwestern Paralegal Institute 

Considering law school? 

Would you like . . . 
/ A preparatory course in law? 
/ Training that can give you a job while you attend 

law school? 

/ Training that will give you a career as a legal assistant? 

For more Information and an application call or write: 

Southwestern Paralegal Institute 
4888 West Loop Central Drive, Suite 800, Houston 77081 

1-800-633-8967 
Texai' dd««t and largest paralegal training program approved by the American Bar Aeeociation 

Policy 
FROM PAGE 1 

could be grants, subsidies, even stu-
dentaid. We Kve in fear and are caught 
being obligated to do this. They have 
bound our hands, and we have to be 
careful. We dont want them to come 
in here and say that we're not follow-
ing the act and take away our fund-
ing," said Burnett 

The change in wording came about 
just before the annual distribution of 
the policy to all Rice students as re-
quired by law. "Policy changes are 
approved by the president In consult-
ing a variety of sources he tries to gain 
a consensus. These changes that were 
made were required by law. It wasn't 
a matter of getting people to agree 
with it...The wording that is now in-
cluded is the wording that is required 
by law," explained Redwine. 

"Under the Department of Educa-
tion and the "Drug-Free Workplace 
Act," we are required to have a bien-
nial review of our program I was aware 
of the legislation changing when the 
Department of Education issued the 

"Drug Free Schools and Communi-
ties Act Amendment" on August 16, 
1990. They've sent letters clarifying 
this amendment These have the force 
of law....The first law that was written 
had to do with the workplace. [The 
latest "Drug-Free Schools and Com 
muni ties Act Amendment") has to do 
with the university. We are subject to 
both." 

Redwine said that if the university 
had not changed the policy in accor-
dance with this new set of regula-
tions, "We would not have been in 
compliance with federal law. Federal 
funding is involved, but this should 
not be over-emphasized. There was 
no threat, at this point to our fund-
ing." 

The original regulations from the 
"Drug-Free Workplace Act" mandate 
that any institution receiving federal 
money must administer a policy pro-
hibiting the use of illegal drugs in any 
areas classified as the Vorkplace.'The 
old wording to university policy No. 
323-91 was written in accordance with 
this act 

The old policy as it appears in the 
1991-1992Student Handbook does not 

include alcohol and states, "For the 
purpose of this Memorandum, "work-
place' is defined as the Rice Univer-
sity campus (excluding non-public 
areas of residential colleges and em-
ployees' residences) located on Squth 
MainStreetin Houston,Texas." (p.34) 

The new policy, as revised on De-
cember 20, 1991, does not use the 
•workplace' definition but instead 
states, "The unlawful manufacture, 
possession, use, or distribution of il-
legal drugs Gnc hi ding inhalants) and 
alcohol on the property of Rice Uni-
versity, or as part of any university 
activities, is prohibited except in the 
course of authorized teaching and 
research. Off campus activities of 
student groups recognized by the 
university are included in this state-
ment" 

Other significant changes included 
the removal of the need for accusations 
concerning illegal use of drugs and 
alcohol against faculty members to be 
made in writing and removal of the 
need for the accusation to be investi-
gated by the Vice-President for Re-
search before it is presented to the 
Provost 

/ • 
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Ifou've Just Been Cleared 
For Take Off 

You can get a lot more out of life when 
you set your sights a little 
higher. Which 
is what applying 
for the American Express 
Card is all about. When you get the 
Card, it's easier to do the things you want 
to do. And with the student savings that 
come along with it, you can do even more. 

Fly roundt r ip on Continental 
for less than $100 each way. 

Student Cardmembers receive four travel 
certificates. They can be used to fly any-
where Continental Airlines flies in the 
48 contiguous United States. Two for the 
school year, and two for the summer* 

Depending on where you fly, each 
school year travel certifi-

cate is good for 
$129 or $189 round-

trip—and each summer travel 
certificate is good for $149 or 

$199 roundtrip. 

Savings that upgrade 
your lifestyle. 

As a student Cardmember you 
get more than great travel sav-
ings. You also save money on everything 
from clothing to long distance phone calls 
All for a $55 annual fee. 

Obviously, savings like these say a lot 
about the value of the Card. And having 

Airfare examples 
based on destination. 

R o u n d t r i p s 

N e w Y o r k - L o s A n g e l e s 

B o s t o n - O r l a n d o 

S a n F r a n c i s c o - D e n v e r 

the Card will say a lot about you. For one 
thing it says you have a handle on what you 
spend, so you don't have to carry over a bal-
ance. It also says you're smart enough not to 
pay interest charges that can really add up. 

So take a few minutes 
now to call (have 
your bank address 
and account number 
ready), and apply 
for the American 
Express Card. 

With all that the Card offers you, not 
even the sky is the limit. 

THE CARD. 

THE AMERICAN EXPRESS* CARD. 

Your School 
Year Fare 

$ 1 8 9 

$ 1 2 9 

$ 1 2 9 

Get going, call 1-800-967-AMEX. 
II you ' r e a l r eady .11 " a r d m e m h e r , t h e r e ' s n o n e e d t o call 

" S c h o o l ve.ir is c o n s i d e r e d S e p t I J u n e H . s u n n i i e i J u n e IS A u g M C o m p l e t e t e r m s a n d c o n d i t i o n s o f t h i s t r a v e l o f f e r wi l l a r r i v e w i t h v o u r c e r t i f i c a t e s 
C o n t i n e n t a l A i r l i n e s a l o n e is r e s p o n s i b l e fo r f t i l h l l m e m o f t h i s o f f e r A m e r i c a n b x p r e s s a s s u m e s n o l iab i l i ty f o r C o n t i n e n t a l A i r l i n e s ' p e r f o r m a n c e 

1 pW? A m e r u .1111:xpress Travel R e l a t e d S e r v u es ( ' o m p a n v , l m 

TRAVEL 
RELATED 
SERVICES 

An American E xpfess company 
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Documentary reveals Darkness troublesome 
B Y L O U I S S P I E G L E R 

H E A R T S OF D A R K N E S S : A 

FILMMAKER'S APOCALYPSE 

DIRECTED BY FAX BAHR WITH 

GEORGE HICKENLOOPER 

X iere are no longer any 
guarantees for movie-goers. A 
Dustin Hoffman picture can be a 
dud and a Robert DeNiro film a 
hit. There are no hard-and-fast 
rules. Big stars and big directors 
do not guarantee a big and 
entertaining film. It's with great 
pleasure that I report that one of 
the most entertaining movies 
thus far in the winter season is 
not Hook, JFK or The Addams 
Family, but a little documentary 
called Hearts of Darkness: A 
Filmmaker's Apocalypse. 

Hearts of Darkness, directed 
with restraint and complete 
honesty by Fax Bahr and George 
Hickenlooper, chronicles the 
filming of Francis Ford Coppola's 
Vietnam war epic, Apocalypse 
Now, revealing the obstacles that 
he and his production had to 
overcome. More than just a 
simple PBS special about how the 
film was made, it is a smartly 
crafted portrait of a director who 
must battle with the Hollywood 
establishment, Marlon Brando, 
the Philippines, and ultimately 
himself, in order to bring his 
vision of the war to the big 
screen. It is part humor, part 
drama, and part adventure. 

Bahr and Hickenlooper have 
chronologically pieced together 

• • 
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scenes and outtakes from 
Apocalypse Now. The resulting 
film, more than just a documen-
tary, reveals the thought process 
of Coppola and the utter Hell that 
he and his crew went through. 
Like the soldiers in Vietnam they 
were stranded in a jungle, and 
like the soldiers in that war they 
were faced with a project that 
grew in scope and whose mean-
ing became more elusive. 
Apocalypse Now started out as a 
16 week shoot and extended to 
34. The leading man was replaced 
early in the shooting, and his 
replacement, Martin Sheen, had a 
nervous breakdown on film. 
Marlon Brando showed up 
overweight and uncompromising. 
On top of that he had never read 
Heart of Darkness, Joseph 
Conrad's book which served as 
the basis for the film. 

You can imagine that it could 
be quite entertaining seeing 
someone failing at something so 
large, especially when it's a five-
time Oscar winner like Francis 
Coppola. This is not the case 
here. Coppola battled enormous 
odds to make his movie and even 
put up his own money for it. His 
interviews on the set and today 
reveal an individual devoted to 
his craft and willing to do 

whatever it takes to get his film 
made. At times he seems crazy, 
perhaps even foolish, but in the 
end he seems a noble filmmaker 
caught between a rock and a hard 
place. The lesson learned from 
his endeavors is that Hollywood 
is not fair to anyone and the 
reason is money. 

There are too many insightful 
and entertaining scenes in this 
film to cite a single one, but 
perhaps Apocalypse Now co-
screenwriter John Milius says it 
all. He arrived on the set to try 
and salvage the script's ending. 
He expected Coppola to bow his 
head in defeat and tell him to do 
what he could with the script. 
Instead, Coppola convinced him 
that he was making the first 
movie that would win a Nobel 
Prize. 

It was that arrogance and 
passion that made the filming of 
Apocalypse Now such a night-
mare and ultimately without it 
the film would not be the 
brilliant work it is today. Hearts 
of Darkness: A Filmmaker's 
Apocalypse is the story of this 
mess that became a work of art. 
It's a movie that, for a change, 
has interesting characters, a 
compelling story, and yes, a 
happy ending. 

Francis Coppola is portrayed here with Martin Sheen, who portrayed Captain 
Willard in Coppola's landmark film about Vietnam, Hearts of Darkness. 

location footage from 1979 and location footage was shot by 
present day interviews with 
various members of the cast and 
crew of Apocalypse Now. The 

Coppola's wife, Eleanor, for a 
publicity film that was never 
made. Also included are various 

Storm Orphans get little hail prince of Tides 
expertly directed B Y E R I C H A H N 

H .aving nothing better to do 
at the time, I decided to do 
another music review for the 
Thresher. I went to the large 
unmarked metal door on the 
wrong side of the tracks, knocked 
twice and whispered "Shala sent 
me." A metal slot opened, and a 
cassette popped out. A voice on 
the other side said "Now get 
outta here!" which I did. Arriving 
home again, I discovered that I 
had been given the Storm 
Orphans' Living in a Wasted 
Union. Upon listening to it, I felt 
the only thing wasted was my 
time. 

When I first started playing it, 
my roommate commented that 
the first song sounded like a 
heavy-metal version of Crowded 
House's Hole in the River. That 
was the first and last nice thing 
either of us had to say about it. 
This band suffers from several 
problems, the biggest of which is 
unoriginality. Every song con-
tains one guitar riff and perhaps 
four chords. This riff and its poor 
confederates are milked merci-
lessly long after the song should 
have ended. In other words, you 
can tell the songs apart, but you 
can't tell where you are in the 
song. 

This guitar work is trying, oh 
how it's trying, to be energetic 
and powerful. What it comes 
across as, however, is hyperactive 
and frenzied like a bunch of 
nervous cattle in a lightning 
storm. The percussion section, 
too, suffers from, as my room 
cohabitator put it, "Van Halen-
esque cymbal lust." The drum-
mer and the guitarist both appear 
to be stuck like a broken record. I 
even tried hitting the tape a few 
times to see if perhaps they could 
unstick, or if some creativity 
might be jarred loose, but it was 
to no avail. 

This album is vaguely remi-
niscent of the earlier stiiff that 
Guns n' Roses cranked out. It's 

trying to emulate that grating 
crunch, that irritating yet 
captivating sound that only Guns 
n' Roses seems to do with any 
degree of acceptability. But, alas, 
it doesn't. I suspect that much of 
this album's sales will be from 
14-year-old boys who will buy it 
just to play it really loud and piss 
their parents off. 

It would be nice to give 
examples of specific songs, but 
each one can be summed up with 
the same sentence: redundant 
noise, unimpressive vocals, lots 
and lots of minor chords and 
nothing new or exciting. 

Perhaps these guys would be 
good in a live concert. This music 
is the kind you'd enjoy listening 

to while bouncing off of 250 
sweaty bodies and catching or 
dodging stage divers as they 
hurtle back into the crowd, 
simply because the people around 
you would make the experience. 
Trying to capture that experience 
on any current recording technol-
ogy, however, just isn't gonna 
work. The part that's not there is 
the part you need: energy, 
something interesting, something 
stimulating, something to make 
the overall experience enjoyable. 

Rather than buy this album, 
just give me the money and I'll be 
happy to scream in your ear for 
longer than you'd like while 
bopping you on the head with a 
saucepan. 

B Y N E H A B H A G A T 

T H E PRINCE OF TIDES 

DIRECTED BY BARBRA STREISAND 

P 
Murine 

Houston-based 
Rush really chills 

B Y P A T R I C I A LIN 

R U S H 

DIRECTED BY LILI SINI ZANUCK 

D rug traffickers like to test 
their customers by having them 
sniff a line, smoke a joint, or 
inject a dose right there in front 
of them. That way they can be 
sure that the buyer is not a narc; 
after all, if you're running the risk 
of being put away for decades, it 
doesn't hurt to be sure, does it? 

That's what Rush, an adapta-
tion of Kim Wozencraft's true 
story, Mercy, is all about. It 
focuses on the mistaken idea that 
"I won't get addicted. I can stop 
whenever I want to. It's just 
recreational." Except this time 
it's the cops who are saying this. 

Jason Patric and Jennifer Jason 
Leigh play undercover narcotics 
officers in the fictional Texas 
town of Katterly that's just a bit 
too stereotypically Texas. Their 
johis to buy dope from the local 
defers and collect enough 
evidence to put away all the 

pushers, especially the prime 
target, Will Gaines, owner of 
local taverns and pom peep 
shows. Such a task involves 
business dealings with some of 
the sleaziest slime, and the only 
way to be convincing to them is 
to be like them. 

Patric's character Jim's first 
advice to fledgling officer Kristen 
(Leigh) is, "Don't wash your 
hair." After a close encounter 
with an asthmatic, reeking, 
overweight, sleaze-wad fanatic 
waving a gun and forcing "good 
stuff" and trips that "make you 
feel like you're floating on cloud 
titties" on them, he points out, 
"They seldom bathe. Dirt makes 
the trip better." Unfortunately, 
the two cops don't foresee the 
pitfalls that await them. They 
become lovers almost out of 
necessity and partners in crime. 

Despite Jim's conviction that 
the strong can avoid addiction, 
the two of them consistently get 
wired until Jim starts dipping 
into the evidence. Then follows a 
horror story about the power of 
the substance. The hell the 
characters go through is so real, I 

SEE RUSH, PAGE 13 

ince of Tides, with its 
beautiful South Carolina scenery, 
the soothing strains of the music 
in the background, and superb 
acting, marks a strong addition to 
Barbra Streisand's directing 
portfolio. 

Nick Nolte plays Tom Wingo, 
a Carolina football coach and 
teacher who is called to New 
York to help save his twin sister. 
Suzanne Wingo (Melinda Dillon) 
has again attempted suicide, and 
her psychiatrist, Dr. Susan 
Lowenstein (Barbra Streisand), 
has asked a member of the Wingo 
family to come to New York and 
help Suzanne lead a normal life 
again. Tom has been volunteered 
by his mother for the job. 

Yes, a fairly simple plot line, 
but the real challenge is depicting 
this path on the big screen. To 
help his sister, Tom must 
confront the fears he has been 
blocking since his childhood. In 
the therapy sessions, Tom 
unwillingly reveals more of his 
history than his Southern 
heritage allows. Gradually, he 
sheds his jocular mask as Dr. 
Lowenstein forces him to bring to 
the surface his feelings for his 
Violently overbearing father and 
his4Silentty subversive mother. 

After this wonderfully intense 
expurgation, Tom Wingo is 
transformed. We see the change 
from the easygoing man with the 
irritating accent to one who 
finally shows his love for his 
family and for the doctor who 
brings about this turnaround. 
Nolte's character finally learns to 
accept his parents, even with 
their shortcomings, and begins to 
break away from the Wingo 

custom of masking their emo-
tions. 

Dr. Susan Lowenstein also 
undergoes a transformation as she 
listens to Tom's history, and she 
in turn opens up to the man who 
is painfully learning to experience 
life again. 

Unfortunately, there is 
initially a certain dullness 
connected with her character, for 
Streisand spends the first half of 
the movie speaking banal one-
liners, the ones spoken by any 
and all media psychiatrists, such 
as "how do you feel about this," 
and "what was your reaction..." 
Fortunately, a spark of humor on 
her part begins to appear halfway 
through the movie, and 
Streisand's acting comes to par 
with Nolte's. 

I have no hesitations about 
Streisand's directing efforts, 
though. A movie like this one 
requires a great deal of effort on 
the part of the director to make it 
a success. 

Other noteworthy perfor-
mances were by George Carlin, 
who played Eddie, Suzanne's 
friend with whom Tom rooms 
during his stay in New York. 
Carlin's character delightfully 
broke up the heavier parts of the 
plot and provided a lightheaded-
ness to this drama. 

Melinda Dillon, who played 
Suzanne Wingo, also did a 
wonderful job. Dillon adapted 
herself extremely well to Nolte, 
which made it much easier to 
portray the strong familial bonds 
needed between the two. 

The cinematography of the 
film was excellent. The repeated 
images of islands, lakes and docks 
provided a suitable backdrop to 
the intense emotions related in 
Tom's tale. The film itself does 
an excellent job of remaining 
faithful to Pat Conroy's novel. 

Go see Prince of Tides. If 
nothing else, you can say you saw 
the movie. 
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At Rice this week 
Film 
The Rice University Media Center has begun three new film series. 
Friday's presentation of John Ford's Tobacco Road (7'30 p.m.) and 
Josef Von Sternberg's The Shanghai Gesture (9:10 p.m.) begins a 
tribute to Gene Tierney (1920-91). 
Saturday marks the beginning of die Mastroianni film series with a 
screening of La Dolce Vita at 7:30 p.m. 
Sunday's series celebrates cultural diversity. The Media Center will 
open this series with the Houston premiere of Who Killed Vincent 
Chin at 7-30 p.m. 
Admission to all shows this weekend will be $4. For more informa-
tion, call 527-4853. 

Music 
Syzygy, New Music at Rice presents The Fischer Duo (Norman 
Fischer, cello and Jeanne Kierman Fischer, piano), Tuesday, 
January 21 at 8 p.m. in Duncan Recital Hall. Admission is free. The 
program includes the premiere of Augusta Read Thomas' Chant 
(Sonata far cello and piano). 

TV 
The Southwest Alternate Media Project is sponsoring a series of 
documentaries to be aired Saturdays at 11 p.m. on Channel 8. The 
scheduled documentary this week surveys The Early Films of Jane 
Campion. 

COMPILED BYSHALA PHILLIPS 

Explore 
your 
musical 
roots. 
The Houston 
Symphony $ 5 . 0 0 
Student Rush Tickets 

The Houston Symphony invites you to come hear the exciting 
performances of the 1991/92 Classical Season at a great price! 

Just come to the Subscriber Services window at Jones Hall no earlier 
than 15 minutes before the concert you wish to attend. Show your 
valid I.D. (one seat per I.D.). Seating is at the discretion of the Box 
Office, subject to availability. This offer applies to all concerts on 
Saturday and Monday at 8:00 p.m. and Sunday at 2:30 p.m., 
excluding special concerts. 

For Information on concert schedules and 
ticket availability, call 227-ARTS. 

TIIE HOUSTON SYMPHONY 

SHIRLEY KNIGHT TKNIwHT UN1S 
a M Q T O M " . " - - -

- — irr " - a t r " ? • M T*''' , 

ALLEY 

BROUGHT TO YOU IN PART BY 
THE CUUJEN TRUST FOR THE PERFORMING ARTS AND CONTINENTAL AIRLINES 

SPECIAL STUDENT RATE OF $10 PER TICKET AVAILABLE 13 MINUTES BEFORE CURTAIN 

Director handles Cradle well 

m 

Solomon (Emie Hudson) is the only one suspicious of Peyton's (Rebecca De Mornay) cheerful facade in Hanson's thriller. 

BY BRIAN BEEGHLY 

THE HAND THAT ROCKS THE 

CRADLE 
DIRECTED BY CURTIS H A N S O N 

T le principles of making a 
good suspense thriller are often 
forgotten in the quest for bigger 
and better. Cape Fear, for 
instance, is an attempt at a 
representation of evil guilt and 
redemption. But the final product 
is bloated—Scorsese forgot that 
careful construction of plot and 
characters gives a film its 
suspense. 

Although not shot with the 
visual splendor of Cape Fear, the 
craftsmanship of The Hand That 
Rocks The Cradle makes it a 
much better film. Amanda Silver, 
the screenwriter, meticulously 
gives us every important detail. 
The characters are quickly 
established. We understand 
motives. 

The first fifteen minutes of the 
film set out to establish some of 
these motives. Claire Bartel 
(Annabella Sciorra), many 
months pregnant, is subtly 
sexually harassed by her obstetri-
cian. 

At the coaxing of her husband 
Michael (Matt McCoy), she 
brings charges against him. The 
doctor commits suicide after 
seeing the story on the evening 
news. His wife Peyton (Rebecca 
De Momay), also pregnant at the 
time, has a miscarriage. 

Several months later, the 
Bartels have put the incident 
behind them. Living a life of 
perfect yuppiedom, they have a 

Open 24 
Hours 

kinko»s 
the copy center 

The 
GMATIs 
When? 

g STANLEY H. KAPLAN 
c £ Take Kaplan Or Take Your Chances 

March 21 GMAT Exam classes to begin 

1/19, Sun., 12 noon at 5925 Kirby, #214 

988-4700 

For other loca t ions call 8 0 0 - K A P - T E S T 

beautiful house, an active sex life, 
and children who look like 
products of a Hollywood talent 
search. But they want more. 

Claire plans to start a small 
business and build a greenhouse 
for it in the backyard and needs a 
nanny to take care of her young 
daughter and newborn baby. 
After several unimpressive 
interviews for the position, 
Peyton appears. Unaware of 
Peyton's role in the incident, the 
Bartels find that she is just what 
they have been seeking. In a short 
time she is a trusted member of 
the household. She begins to form 
a bond with each member of the 
family. 

It is at this point that the 
movie takes off. Peyton slowly 
and secretly conducts an elabo-
rate revenge on Claire. In almost 
excruciating detail, each deceitful 
move is shown from start to 
finish. She ravages Claire's 
psyche as one inexplicable 
incident after another shakes the 
family. 

Rebecca De Mornay (Risky 
Business, The Trip to Bountiful) 
is mesmerizing as Peyton. She 
succeeds in portraying Peyton's 
dual personality—calculating and 
vengeful when plotting against 
Claire, and matemalistic and 
warm when playing with the 
children. 

Annabella Sciorra (Jungle 

Fever, The Hard Way), however, 
has an even more difficult role. A 
lesser actress may have reduced 
Claire, a character who slowly 
loses her faith in herself and her 
husband, to a sniveling mess. 
Sciorra plays the role with 
intelligence and intensity. Instead 
of a whining yuppie receiving her 
just dessert, she presents us with 
a genuinely nice person having 
her deserved happiness stolen 
from her grasp. Claire is a victim 
throughout, but never a passive 
one. 

The outstanding performances 
of the lead actresses make up for 
a largely mediocre supporting 
cast and uninspired visual style. 
In a movie that relies on a slow-
grinding suspense, the grinder 
and the ground need to be 
convincing. It is fortunate that 
such talented actresses play these 
roles. 

Just as it is ready to explode 
from the pressure of its effective 
buildup, the movie falters with a 
typical Hollywood showdown. 
The Hand That Rocks The 
Cradle is not high art. It will 
neither astonish your senses, nor 
leave you with anything more 
profound than a tight knot in the 
stomach. But it is that tight knot 
which is so rare and difficult to 
achieve. It is what makes this an 
effective and enjoyable suspense 

Hunan Village 
delivers fresh food 

BY ANN ZITTERKOPF 

T 
JLhe .he Hunan Village at 3301 S. 

Shepherd offers an inexpensive 
alternative to Central Kitchen 
fare. The entrees are tasty and 
served in large portions. In 
general, the vegetables are crisp 
and fresh (although once the cook 
used frozen carrots) and the meat 
is well-trimmed. 

Almost every entree here is 
excellent. My personal favorite is 
the Vegetable Dumplings—eight 
large ones for $4. The dumplings 
are firm and served with a zingy 
sauce—truly the best dumplings 
in Houston. Although they are 
listed under the appetizers, they 
make a meal in and of them-
selves. 

Both the Moo Shu Pork and 
Moo Shu Chicken ($5.95) are 
delicious with the crunchy 
vegetables and meat pieces. You 
need to roll your own pancakes, 
but it's then possible to better 
control the amount of plum 
sauce used. 

The Orange Beef ($8.95) is 
tangy—the orange peel bits are 
chewy and the broccoli is 
fantastic. The Sesame Beef ($6.95) 
is delicious and crisp. However, 
you can't keep this as leftovers 
because the fried meat becomes 

Dining 

soggy after a day or two. 
The Sliced Chicken with 

Broccoli in Garlic Sauce ($5.95) is 
tender, and an interesting twist 
on the broccoli chicken recipe. 
The garlic flavor is subtle, not 
overpowering. 

General Tsao's chicken is 
somewhat disappointing. 
Although it is listed as a "Hot 
and Spicy" dish, unless you 
actually eat a pepper, the flavor is 
mild. 

While some of the entrees are 
expensive, it is easy to e4t here 
inexpensively. In addition, the 
luncheon specials (which include 
the entree, an egg roll, soup and 
fried rice) are $3.25 to $4.25. 

The Hunan Village delivers to 
the Rice campus without an extra 
charge for orders of $ 12 or more. 
The restaurant accepts credit 
cards and phone-in orders at 528-
4651. The hours are Sunday noon 
to 10 p.m., Monday through 
Thursday, 11 a.m. to 10:30 p.m. 
and Friday and Saturday 11 a.m. 
to 11 p.m. 
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auditions coming up... 
Auditions 
The Community Music Center of Houston is looking for jazz 
instrumentalists who are willing to work with a vocalist. Auditions 
will be held Saturday, January 25,1992. Mail photograph with 
name, address, and telephone number to: Attn: Mr. Scales, Big 
Band 1992, CMCH, Inc., 5613 Almeda, Houston, TX 77004 before 
January 23,1992. Include a resumd if possible. You must be able to 
read notes, chord charts and to decipher taped music. For more 
information call Big Band 1992 at (713) 523-9710 between 3 and 7 
p.m. 

Competitions 
Applications for the 1992 Ima Hogg National Young Artist 
Audition, an annual instrumental competition sponsored by the 
Houston Symphony League, are now being accepted. The competi-
tion is open to citizens of the United States or foreign students 
enrolled in a U.S. college, university, or conservatory and who are 
age 19 through 27 as of May 16,1992. The top three winners will 
receive solo performances with the Houston Symphony and/or cadi 
prizes ranging from $1,000 to $5,000. Semi-finals and finals of the 
competition will be held on May 15 and 16 at Alice Pratt Brown 
Hall at Rice University. 
To obtain an application, write to Charlotte Rothwell, Ima Hogg 
Audition, The Houston Symphony, 615 Louisiana St., Houston, 
Texas 77002, or call Ellen Happe at 224-4240. 

DiverseWorks and the Houston International festival are now 
accepting proposals for the Annual Landscapes Temporary Outdoor 
Sculpture Competition. Artists living and working in the state of 
Texas are eligible for the juried competition. Each winner will 
receive $3,500. Artists who receive project awards will then install 
their sculptures along Buffalo Bayou. Diverseworks will provide 
assistance to out-of-town artists in realizing their projects and in 
monitoring the art during the installation. 
The deadline for entries is Friday, January 31,1992. Artists may 
obtain a prospectus by calling Deborah Grotfeldt at DiverseWorks, 
223-8346. 

Rush 
FROM PAGE 11 

felt it as part of the audience. In 
the grip of chemicals, hysteria, 
paranoia, rape, murder, destruc-
tion occur,-1 saw it. Incredible 
sequences depicting Jim's 
reaction to heroin and Kristen's 
trip after dropping a blue ringer 
and chugging a beer almost made 
me feel the craving. Close-ups of 
the tracks on their arms made me 
sick to the stomach. 

The filming location also 
brings home the supreme power 
of dnigs. Rush, though set 
somewhere in East Texas, was 
actually shot in Houston and in 
nearby parks. Familiar backdrops 
of West University construction 
sites, Memorial Park play-
grounds, the beach at Surfside, 
and the Shipley's Donuts on 
Stella Link make you wonder 
whether this all could be happen-
ing right here in front of our 
noses. It makes you realize that 
this world is a lot more dangerous 

than we think it is. It makes you 
see the ugly things that we 
usually ignore, like that girl I ran 
into right outside the theater who 
was so distraught about not 
having a light for her cigarette 
that she was approaching 
everyone who came in the 
building. 

Although it isn't billed as a 
terror or horror film, Rush 
definitely isn't for the faint-
hearted. Patric and Leigh deliver 
such convincing performances 
that it's hard to fight the urge run 
away, puke, or just not watch. 

Max Perlich is disconcerting 
as the construction-worker-
turned-dealer because he's so 
everyday, so ordinary. Lili 
Zanuck's excellent direction 
shines through. Rush is fascinat-
ing; it's revolting. I don't doubt it 
when other critics say that this is 
an Oscar-caliber movie. It's 
chilling. It'll freeze you to the 
marrow like no Texas breeze can, 
and it'll make you think about it 
like no other movie can. 

January 22, 1992 
Will Rice College Commons 

" r t iitlrS ra • V% Aim iiii i ll a — ._. . _ — 

Participating vjt roups: 

A.C.T.S. (Assorted Christians Together Singing) 

Catholic Student Folk Ensemble 

*Rema (Baptist Student Union) 

The Black Student Union Gospel Choir 

Refreshments mill be served. 

Caribe Tours 
presents 

SPRING BREAK 
Fort Lauderdale / Free Port Bahamas 

6 days, 5 nights, 
all hotel accommodations 
& round trip cruise tickets 

$ 199 per person. 
Call 669-1490 

Hours: 
9 - 6 Monday through Friday 

9 - 1 Saturday 
1 2 - 9 Sunday 

Fully insured through Trans-American 
Insurance Company. Limited availability. 

RECEIVE A HAIRCUT 
ABSOLUTELY 
FREE!!! 

fetot ( Z a n d 

I n ! 

SCISSORHANDS 
CUSTOM CUTS 

Complimentary Haircut 
This card provides the bearer one complimentary haircut upon their 
first visit to Scissorhand Custom Cuts. Not good with any other offer. 

3937 Richmond Avenue Houston, TX 77027 (713) 439-0797 

(Corner of Richmond & Weslayan) 

Hours: Monday-Friday 9-9, Saturday 9-6, Sunday 11-5 

Valid with Rice ID. Students, faculty, and staff welcome. 

&ome ttcf t&e 6e&tl 

S t t n d e u f , 1 / t 9 and 1 / 2 6 

439-0797 
3937 Richmond 
(Comer of Richmond flc Weslayan) 
Hours: Mon-Fri 9am-9pm/Sat 9am-6pm/Sun 1 lam-5pm 
no appointment necessaiy 
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SPORTS 
Swimmers prepare for 
SWC Championship meet 
Oral Roberts U., Louisiana State defeat Owls 

by Lynanne Foster 

Both Rice swimming teams have 
had grueling practices and tough 
meets so far this season, but head 
coach Kris Wingenroth believes the 
hard work will pay off in the upcoming 
conference competitions. "We are 
right on target for a really good South-
west Conference Meet," she said. 

The coach has several reasons to 
be confident For a week before the 
semester began, the teams swam four 
hours a day and lifted weights three 
times a week. The hard work was 
rewarded last weekend when 16 
swimmers turned in season-best 
times. 

At Oral Roberts University last 
Saturday, a men's team reduced by 
injuries to only six members chal-
lenged their hosts, but lost points be-
cause no divers were entered for Rice, 
resulting in a 59-42 loss. The Owls also 
lost to Arkansas, 77-23. 

Steve Thompson won the 100 
meter breaststroke against both teams 
with a time of 1:10.59, and also won the 
200IM over Oral Roberts. Scott Fisher 
beat the Oral Roberts swimmers in 
the 800 and 400 freestyle races while 
Ryan Gravelle beat Oral Roberts in 
the 200 freestyle. 

The women's team lost to Arkan-
sas, 79-31. Chris Logar swam well, 
winning the 200 breaststroke in 
2:51.31, and Anjali Upadyaya placed 
first in the 200 backstroke. Kristen 
Pauley finished in a dead heat with an 
Arkansas swimmer for a first-place tie 

in the 100 freestyle at 1:02.21. 
Although many meets are being 

swum on long courses in preparation 
for the Olympic Games this summer, 
this meet was Rice's last chance to 
compete on a long course until the 
Conference Meet At the SWC meet 
February 6, the short course will be 
used during the morning of the meet, 
while the long course will be saved for 
that night 

Against Louisiana State University 
last Friday, the women needed only 
0.13 seconds between two events to 
tie, but fell just short, losing 104-82. 
Michelle LeBlanc had a very good 
timeof5:01.42 to take the 500 freestyle, 
and she also took first in the 200 
freestyle with a 1:55.37. Upadhyaya, 
Logar, Amy Henninger, and Pauley 
won the 200 medley relay in 1:53.11. 
Wingenroth praised LeBlanc and 
Pauley as "two outstanding swim-
mers." 

LSU defeated the Rice men's team, 
10043. Against solid competition, 
Thompson won the only event for the 
Owls with a 1:00.30 in the 100 breast-
stroke. After two season-best races 
lastweekend, he said, "I did extremely 
good times while tired, so when I get 
to Conference rested, I expect to break 
a lot of personal records." 

Tomorrow at Rice Pool, the Owls 
face a tough conference rival, Texas 
Christian. The meet, begins at 1 p.m. 
and should be a close competition, 
especially for the women. The winner 
of this rivalry has been determined by 
the last relay in every meeting over 
the last five years. 
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MEN'S BASKETBALL The Team to Beat d. Benedict Wilson 54-
Monday League W L 29 
Sid Vicious 5 0 Old Ones d. The Team to Beat 48-24 
Benedict Wilson 4 1 Still Ain't Seeing No Part d. Sid Vicious 37-
B 2 3 2 36 
Net Hackers 2 3 Kitchen Boys d. Shoot it in the Hole 65-64 
Dowh 1 4 
And the Blackbird 0 5 MEN'S SOCCER 
Tuesday League W L Tuesday League W L 
Old Ones 5 0 Shoot it in the Box 4 0 
Still Ain't Seeing No Part 4 1 Fog 3 1 
Wild Thing 3 2 Maximum Penetration 2 2 
Boys From Brown 2 3 Geo Club 1 3 
American Gladiators 1 4 Fullerene Dream 0 4 
Da Bulls 0 5 Wednesday League W L 
Wednesday League W L Road Kill 4 0 
Dribble 5 0 Cal zones 3 1 
Vocally Pimpin' 4 1 The Pussyboys 2 2 
Blitzkrieg 3 2 Oh L'Amour 1 3 
Amazing Amoebas 2 3 The Arm Twisters 0 4 
Cryobankers 1 4 Friday League #1 W L 
Team Suckin' Wiess 0 5 Mo' Bettah 4 0 
Thursday League #1 W L FCV Braun 3 1 
Shoot it in the Hole 4 0 Fuzzy Navels 2 2 
Koladso 3 1 Der Uff da le Magnifico 1 3 
Groundsloths 1 3 Your Mother 0 4 
Slam Drunks 1 3 Friday League #2 W L 
Impotent 1 3 Momma Said Knock You Out 4 0 
Thursday League #2 W L Tiny Bubbles 3 1 
The Team to Beat 4 0 Brazilian National Team 2 2 
Shit Ain't Like That 2 2 Herman Brownies 1 3 
'Ihe Rainmen 2 2 Window Pane 0 4 
Buster Hymen at your Cervix 2 2 Saturday League W L 
Hoops ters 0 4 Kevin's Slaves 4 0 
Friday League W L Yurts 3 1 
The Kitchen Boys 4 0 Jones Idman YurdU 2 2 
Homey Don't Play Dat 3 1 The Grad House 1 3 
Mason Bricklayers 2 2 Eddy Viscosity 0 4 
Get in the Ring 1 3 Playoff Results 
Aural Retribution 0 4 Momma Said Knock You Outd. FCV Braun 
Playoff Results 6-1 
Old Ones d. Dribble 62-24 Tiny Bubbles d. Mo' Bettah 

Guard Adam Peakes shoots a short jumper over two Baylor Bears last Thursday. 

Women regroup, avenge 
earlier loss to UT-EI Paso 
by Riva Rahl 

Following a disappointing loss in 
Waco to the Baylor Bears, the women's 
basketball team exploded with a strong 
second half to overcome the UT-EI 
Paso Lady Miners, a team that beat 
Rice a month earlier. After being tied 
23-23 at halftime and shooting only 34 
percent the Owls came out in the 
second half to score 50 points, while 
shooting an excellent 66 percent 

The Owls were aided by the Lady 
Miners' cold 31 percent shooting for 
the game. The teams were close in 
just about every other category: they 
were equal in rebounds, fouls, and 
steals, while Rice committed 19 turn-
overs to UTEPs 18. In their previous 
meeting, on December 6, the Lady 
Miners conquered a ten point Owl 
lead and won 80-79 on a last-minute 
buzzer shot 

The win ended the Owls' three-
game losing streak. In each of those 
three games, Rice held halftime leads 
and allowed them to vanish as fatigue 
set in during the second halt Head 
coach Mike Dunavant saw the second 
half weakness as the result of lack of 
both depth and experience on the 
team 

"With the loss of some of our 
starters, we have to play some of the 
girls more than they're used to play-
ing. Being out on the court for 20 or 30 
minutes isnt something some of the 
younger players are accustomed to." 

Rice will be missing starting for-
ward Andrea Prater for at least three 
weeks. Prater's wrist is currently in a 
hard cast and will be x-rayed in two 
weeks to see if there is any damage to 
her ligaments. The temporary loss of 
Prater is justthe tip of the iceberg; she 
is the third of Rice's starters to be 
missing from the lineup. 

Center Jen Judy quit the team in 
December for personal reasons, while 
guard Bernie Otting is out for the 
season with nerve damage in her legs. 
"Without Prater, the younger players 
will have to step up and play well even 
though they might not be used to so 
much playing time," said Dunavant 
The loss of Judy is especially hard: 
"Judy was really doing well. It's a big 
loss for us," he said. 

The two players receiving the most 
playing time at center are freshmen 
Nicki Manzo and Brenda Conaway. 
Their performances have been very 
inconsistent, a trait that is expected of 
freshmen as they make the transition 
from high school to college balL 

For example, Manzo's excellent 
performance—22 points and 17 re-

bounds—against Northwestern was 
followed by totals of three points and 
ten rebounds in the next two games 
against Baylor and UTEP. Much of 
the inconsistency in output can be 
attributed to early foul trouble. Also, 
Manzo had been feeling sick, but as 
Dunavant said, "This is college; you 
have to be ready to play." 

He added, "I just wish that Manzo 
and Conaway couldn't be freshmen. 
They need to be sophomores right 
away." 

One sophomore who stepped up 
and contributed in the El Paso game 
was forward Lacey Guinn. In 19 min-
utes of action, she scored ten points 
on five for seven shooting (72 per-
cent) and added three rebounds and 
two assists. This marks Guinn's first 
scoring output in double figures since 
coming to Rice. Sophomore guard 
Marsha Frese also contributed ten 
points and three assists in only her 
second start of the season. 

Forwards Yalonda Stiner and 
Evenda Barnes each scored and re-
bounded well, as they have so consis-
tently this year. Stiner tallied 15points, 
five assists, and six rebounds while 
shooting seven of nine from the free-
throw line. Barnes scored 18 points, 
pulled down 11 rebounds, and blocked 
three shots while shooting sixfor eight 
at the line. 

In Rice's conference opener, things 
didn't go well as Rice fell to Baylor, 96-
80. After leading 37-34 at halftime, 
Rice fell victim to fatigue and lack of 
experience and depth. Baylor scored 
62 second-half points to Rice's 43. 
Barnes led the team with 23 points 
and grabbed six rebounds. Stiner 
added 18 points and eight assists. 
Other Owls in double figures were 
Conaway with 12 points and seven 
rebounds and Frese, who scored ten 
points. 

"It's really unfortunate. We're just 
having no luck whatsoever. The girls 
are out there hustling, but after losing 
three of our starters, we are bound to 
be struggling," Dunavant said. "Our 
schedule is tougherthisyear, though, 
and we seem to be doing welL" 

Rice plays its next conference game 
Saturday at Houston at 7 p.m Hous-
ton is currently ranked 11th in the 
country in the Associated Press Poll, 
and Dunavant feels that this will be 
the toughest team Rice faces all season. 
He hopes to find a good combination 
to try to make up for the losses Rice 
has suffered this season. "We're still 
changing the starting lineups, trying 
to find a good match," Dunavant said. 
"There are basically three spots that 
are open right now." 

Men knock 
off Baylor in 
conference 
opener 
Cougars visit tomorrow 

by Randy Block 

The Rice Owls men's basketball 
team continued their home dominance 
with their 13th straight win at Autry 
Court, a 76-69 overtime defeat of the 
Baylor Bears last Thursday night The 
game marked the first time since 1978 
that the Owls (114) have won their 
Southwest Conference opener. 

Baylor provided strong competi-
tion for a Rice team that had trouble 
protecting leads. The Owls came out 
in an impressive 1-3-1 defense and 
secured an early 15-5 lead. But after 
the Bears called a timeout, they clawed 
their way back to make the halftime 
score even at 30-alL 

The second half of the game can be 
described in one word: Ugly. The Owls 
shot a paltry 32 percent from the field 
and found that stars BrentScott (three 
of nine) and Dana Hardy (three of 14) 
left their offenses in the locker room. 

With only two minutes left in the 
game, Rice was leading 58-50; but 
Baylor used four time outs to bring 
the score to 60-57. Bears guard David 
Wesley, who led his team with twenty 
points and played all 45 minutes, forced 
the game into overtime with a huge 
three-pointer. 

Rice responded to the Baylor 
comebackwith an intense, determined 
five minutes of overtime. Hardy came 
up with two big shots to put the game 
on ice, and the Owls enjoyed a 76-69 
final. A beaming head coach Scott 
Thompson declared, "Dana had 
trouble shooting the ball tonight but 
he just comes through in the clutch." 

Forward Torrey Andrews, who left 
the game briefly with leg pains, deliv-
ered a consistently solid performance 
with 18 points and eight rebounds, 
while freshman Adam Peakes came 
through with 20 points, eight re-
bounds, and three steals. 

The Owls also looked good on de-
fense, forcing 21 turnovers and being 
stingy with fouls. Baylor, on the other 
hand, blundered their way into com-
mitting 30 fouls and watched three 
players leave after receiving their five 
whistles. 

The Owls were excited after their 
sloppy victory, but knew they had to 
earn this game: "Baylor is avery good 
team; they're powerful and strong in-
side, but we showed a lot of character 
andgaveagood effort," said Andrews. 

Peakes said, "They kept on trading 
runs with us. We had to work on 
defense and rebounding in order to 
win." 

Thompson predicted that this 
game was an indicator of things to 
come. "We had some rough spots, but 
I'm always happy with a win," he said. 
"We're the type of team that has gutty 
performances in this type of game, 
and I expect a lot of games like this in 
the conference." 

The next such close game could 
be against the University of Houston, 
whom the Owls host tomorrow at 
noon. Houston is the favorite to win 
the SWC, despite losing to Texas in 
Austin. The Cougars also beat Baylor 
last week, and sport an 11-3 record. 

The Cougars' top players include 
Sam Mack (17 points and six rebounds 
a game), Craig Upchurch (16 points 
and seven rebounds a game), and 
Charles Outlaw (13 points and eight 
rebounds a game); and their season 
has already included an impressive 
eight game winning streak. 

Thompson anticipates a tough re-
bounding team that will play very 
physically, but he does not expect this 
game's outcome to be an indicator of 
the whole season. "Itisabig game,but 
it is too early to tell who the confer-
ence champs will be," he said. "Butfor 
now Houston is the team to beat" 
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Southwest Conference men's basketball preview... 

SWC heats up as conference play begins 
by Eric Anderson 

Last week's game against Baylor kicked off the heart of 
the Owls' basketball season, the conference schedule. 
While in the recent past, the SWC has been dominated by 
one or two high-caliber teams, this year's conference is 
balanced and competitive. All eight teams will advance to 
the 17th Southwest Conference Post-Season Classic in 
Dallas in March, and the winner will earn an invitation to 
the NCAA Tournament Here is a brief look at the Owls' 
conference rivals: 

Baylor Bears 
Coach: Gene Iba (6 years) 
Last year's record: 12-15,4-12, tied for 7th in SWC 
Current record: 7-6, 0-2 SWC 

The Bears lost in both of their meetings with Rice last 
season on the way to a 12-15 record and a seventh place 
conference finish. At 7-6, they're already improved: last 
year, injuries plagued the Bears and never let them do 
much. This year their team relies heavily on senior guard 
David Wesley and forwards Kelvin Chalmers and Willie 
Sublett Should they get injured, the Bears' chances for a 
good season will be slim. 

Houston Cougars 
Coach: Pat Foster (5 years) 
Last year's record: 18-11, 10-6, 3rd in SWC 
Current record: 11-3, 1-1 SWC 

Preseason predictions that this Cougar team was much 
improved seem to be coming true. At 11-3, the Cougars are 
entering conference play tied for the best record. With 
Derrick Daniels and Derrick Smith returning, Craig 
Upchurch returning from a backproblem, and the additions 
of Charles Outlaw and Sam Mack, the Cougars are likely 
to improve on last year's third place finish. Houston was 
upset in last week's showdown with the Longhorns, but 
barring any major injuries, could win the conference. 

Southern Methodist Mustangs 
Coach: John Shumate (3 years) 
Last year's record: 12-17, 6-10, 6th in SWC 
Current record: 6-6, 1-1 SWC 

SMU does have the conference's top returning scorer, 
guard Mike Wilson, but even so, the Mustangs have 
started slowly. Their 6-6 record demonstrates that this 
year's SMU team may be able to play .500ball, a little better 
than their 12-17 performance last year. However, in order 
to have an outstanding season, the Mustangs need some 
newcomers to shine. In addition to Wilson, the Mustangs 
are blessed with forward Tun Mason's return, but after 
these two, the question marks remain. At the Mustangs 
current pace, head coach John Shumate could have his 
firstwinning season at SMU, but aconference title does not 
appear to be in his immediate future. 

Texas Longhorns 
Coach: Tom Penders (3 years) 
Last year's record: 23-9, 13-3, 2nd in SWC 
Current record: 9-6, 2-0 SWC 

Despite being many writers' preseason pick for SWC 

champion, the Longhorns have only a 9-6 record entering 
conference play. After graduating four starters, Texas was 
stung when forward Dexter Cambridge was declared 
ineligible. Texas now features a number of new faces in its 
lineup. BJ. Tyler, a transfer from DePaul, has already 
produced on the court; sophomores Albert Burditt and 
Tony Watson have also provided help. Benford Williams, 
the team's only senior, provides experience and scoring 
inside. Last year, the Longhorns beat the Owls twice: first 
after coming from far behind at Autry Court, then when 
Rice missed the winning shot at the last second in Austin. 
TheLonghornscompileda23-9record, finishing second in 
the conference and advancing to the NCAA tournament 

Texas A&M Aggies 
Coach: Tony Barone (1st year) 
Last year's record: 8-21,2-14, 9th in SWC 
Current record: 3-9, 0-2 SWC 

With only one starter, forward Shedrick Anderson, 
returning, the Aggies are going to have a tough time 
coming out of the conference basement where they resided 
last year with a 8-21 record. New head coach Tony Barone 
is the fourth coach in half as many seasons for the Aggies, 
and College Station's basketball program is in chaos. The 
Aggies hope transfer David Edwards from Georgetown 
will continue to contribute and that other newcomers will 
be up to the big task of rebuilding the program. However, 
looking at this season's start, the Aggies are in grave 
danger of remaining in the depths of last place. 

Texas Christian Homed Frogs 
Coach: Moe Iba (4 years) 
Last year's record: 18-10, 9-7, tied for 4th in SWC 
Current record: 11-3,1-0 SWC 

What is with these Horned Frogs? At 11-3, TCU has the 
best record entering conference play, and could be on their 
way to improving on last year's 18-10 record. Last season, 
TCU split their regular season games with the Owls, then 
lost to Rice in the conference tournament The Owls will 
face a similar cast this yean center Reggie Smith again 
leads the team in scoring and rebounds, and Michael 
Strickland and Albert Thomas are serious outside threats. 
The Horned Frogs' depth was wiped out when four re-
serves quit the team, forcing fourth year head coach Moe 
Iba to scope out the gym for warm bodies to practice 
against Only nine players remain on the roster, which 
could hurt TCU's title chances. 

Texas Tech Red Raiders 
Coach: James Dickey (1st year) 
Last year's record: 8-23, 4-12, tied for 7th in SWC 
Current record: 7-5, 1-1 SWC 

Something must be going right for the Red Raiders: 
Tech only needs one more win until they match last year's 
total of eight Still, Texas Tech is by no means dominant 
Three starters, Barron Brown, Will Flemons, and Bryant 
Moore, have returned. In addition, the Raiders are hoping 
for a strong performance from big Nate Jackson, a junior 
college transfer. Freshman Lance Hughes has also stood 
up and helped Tech to a strong start All in all, rookie head 
coach James Dickey could lead the Raiders out of the SWC 
cellar and toward a winning season, but a conference title 
seems unlikely for Tech this year. 

Open 24 
Hours 

klnko'i 
the copy center 

NAZIS VOTE TO 
KILL ALL JEWS 

50th Anniversary of the "Final Solution" 

The 'Final Solution'took hideous shape on 
faiwyffl, 1942 when key Nazis met at 

Wannsee, a quiet svbitb of Berlin, Germany. 
Overlwdt, they dscussed methods of 

exterminating the Jewish people. 

The HlmWausee Coafmce recreates the 
fote/u/ meeting that set into motion the Nazi plan 

to annihilate European jewry. 

The Film Will be Shown: 

Dates January 21,1992 
l laet 7:30 p.m. 
Placet Rice Media Center at Rice 

University, Gate 7 

Panel dbaission with local Holocaust swmors will 
follow the shewing of the Him 

Hokxa»t Education Cmta and Mondial 
of flausfcn In cooperation *tth the Ganmirtty 

Rdattcns Ccmnutteeof the Jewish 
Federation at Greater Hasten 

Prep Plus " 
For the MCAT: 

The Best 
Medical Insurance 

No one can guarantee your acceptance to medical 
school. But we can guarantee that you'll score your 
highest on the MCAT. Our unique Test Your Best™ 
guarantee is your insurance jx>licy. If you're not 
completely satisfied with your MCAT score, we'll let you 
repeat the entire course.. .at no charge! 

We offer exp>ert live instruction, innovative home study 
materials, unlimited review in our TEST-N-TAPE® labs 
and lots of personal attention. That's why Stanley H. 
Kaplan has prepared more test takers, and produced more 
top MCAT scores, than everyone else combined! 

§ STANLEY H. KAPLAN 
& Take Kaplan Or Take Your Chances 

April 4 MCAT exam classes to begin 1/26, Sun., 
12 noon at 7555 Bellaire Blvd., #200 

988-4700 

J3 

2150 RICHMOND AT GREENBRIAR 
524-0696 

COLLEGE 
NIGHT 

—EVERY TUESDAY— 
9PM-CLOSE 

DOMESTIC BEER & 
COCKTAILS 

(EVEN THE GOOD STUFF!!!) 

$2.00 
FRIDAY & SATURDAY, 

JAN. 17 & 18 
20 MONDAYS 

WEDNESDAY, JAN. 22 
SCREAMING 
WAHEENEES 

THURSDAY, JAN. 23 
THE ROAD 

KINGS 
NO COVER 

FRIDAY & SATURDAY, 
JAN. 24 & 25 

5 A.M. 

LIVE MUSIC • SPORTS • DARTS 
GAMES • PRIVATE PARTIES 

21 AND OVER, ID REQUIRED 
OPEN 7 DAYS—NOON TO 2AM 
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THE 

Chili Cookoff 

CALENDAR 
Call X8957 for details 

Friday, • Add/drop without a fee deadline, 5 p.m. 
January 17 • KTRU presents Algebra Suicide with Liquid Mice & the 

Shepherd School Percussion Ensemble at 8 p.m. in Hamman 
Hail. $4 with Rice ID; $5 otherwise. 

• Wiess film. 
• Brown Sockhop Party, 10-2 at Brown. 

Saturday, • Men's basketball vs. UH at noon, Autry Court 
January 18 • Rugby vs. St Thomas. 

• Women's Basketball vs. UH at UH. 
• Men's Swiimming vs. TCU, here, 1 p.m. 

Monday, • Martin Luther King vigil at noon on the quad, sponsored by the 
January 20 Black Student Union. 

Wedneaday, • Joint Campus Ministries Musicfisst/Singalong at the WRC 
January 22 commons, 7 p.m. 

• Women's Basketball vs. Texas Tech, 7 p.m. at Autry Court. 
• Men's Basketball vs. Texas Tech, 7 p.m. in Lubbock. 

I want to go to the Pub 
notes and notices 

CASCADE JUGGLING CLUB. First 
meeting since 1977! 1p.m. Saturday, 
Jan. 18 on the Hanasen patio. Com-
pletely informal: no sldll required. Bring 
tennis balls, etc., and be enthusiastic! 

LORI LIST, this year's Campanile editor, 
says get your butts over to the SO office 
in the KMC and pick up your '91 year-
book if you haven't already done so! 

THE RICE PRO-LIFE MOVEMENT will 
hold a Candlelight vigil at 7 p.m. 
Wednesday, Jan. 22, for the children 
and women killed and exploited by 
abortion on the anniversairy of Roe vs. 
Wade. Meet at the Sallyport 

THE RICE PRO-CHOICE MOVEMENT 
will bold a candlelight vigil at 8 p.m. in 
the Quad Wednesday, Jan. 22, to re-
member the women who died of botched, 
illegal abortions in the days before Roe 
vs. Wade. Speakers from the Rice fac-
ulty, Planned Parenthood, Texas Abor-
tion Righto Action League and Young 
Adults for Reproductive Freedom. In 
case of rain, speeches will be in SH301. 

GRADUATE STUDENTS: It's time to 
think about YOUR JOB SEARCH. Let 
CSC help with preparing a resume or 
vitae, job search strategies, interview-
ing, and post-graduation alternatives. 
Today at 3 p.m. in die conference room, 
2nd floor of the RMC. 

WANT A SUMMER JOB? Submit your 
resume and a "Summer Job Informa-
tion Form" for the new 1992 SUMMER 
JOB RESUME BOOK! Talk to Deb Fields 
at CSC for info—walk-in hours 4-5 p.m. 
everyday. DEADLINE: 5 p.m., Jan. 24. 

A FEW UNDERGRADS will be able to 
participate in a study of interesting re-
productive strategies in mockingbirds. 
Call X3261 and leave a message. 

HILLELWILLOFFERapresentation on 
the United Jewish Appeal, Saturday, 
Jan. 18 from 7 to 8 p.m. in the Miner 
Lounge, RMC. Snacks and drinks. For 
info call Tania at 523-5270. 

THE RICE WOMEN'S ALLIANCE meets 
Monday at 10 p.m. in the Miner Lounge 
for discussion. If s bring a man night! 

RICE MEN'S VOLLEYBALL hosts the 
Snowball Classic, 2 on 2 sand volleyball 
tourney Sunday, Jan. 19 from 9-4 on the 
Sid and Hansren courts. Entry fee is $3. 
Call 630-8029 and leave your names 
and numbers to register. Finals at3:30. 

STUDENTS, ALUMNI, FACULTY, AND 
STAFF are invited to participate in the 
M»mi»l Rice Telefund, 6:15-9 p.m. on 
Jan. 27-30, Feb. 3-6, n d Feb. 10-13 in 
the Development Office. Prizes awarded 
each night, plus overall college prizes. 
For info, call X4091 or 4991. 

Submit a PC Owls fight 
song classified ads 

HELP WANTED " 
PART-TIME TEACHERS needed for in-
fant/toddler care. Experience preferred. 
664-8794. 

NEED SITTER/DRIVER for school-age 
children after school M-F. Garage apart-
ment available. 220-4384 or 528-4833 
(eve). 

LARGE GARAGE APT. available near 
Rice. Graduate students preferred. 
$375. (including bUls). Please leave a 
message at 528-4588 

MICROBIOLOGY TECHNICIAN. Full 
time evening position at MSI, weekend 
and holiday rotation. Require at least 
60 semester hours including biology, 
chemistry or physics. Call 663-6888. 

RICE ALUMNI COUPLE looking for 
student to work 15-20 hours per week 
(flexible) doing office work, errands, 
computer date entry; non-smoker with 
good driving record; please call 523-
6660 daytime or evenings. 

HOW TO BUILD YOUR RESUME?! 
Volunteer! Graduate, Undergraduate, 
Bachelor's levels needed as volunteers 
at Family Service Center in Child Abuse 
Treatment Substance Abuse Treatment 
for Parent Education. Call 867-7729. 

$40,000/YR! READ BOOKS and TV 
Scripts. Fill out simple "Hkc/dont like" 
form. EASY! Fun, relaxing at home, 
beach, vacations. Guaranteed paycheck. 
FREE 24 Hour Recording 801-379 
2925 Copyright 4TX25KEB 

FAST FUNDRAISING PROGRAM. 
Frarternities, sororities, student chiba. 
Earn up to $1000 bonus yourself. And 
a FREE WATCH Just for calling 1 -800-
932-0528 ErL 65. 

FOR SALE/RENT 
PREPPY CLOSET SALE! Chronic prep 
forced to sell favorites at thrift-store 
prices to finance lifestyle! Polo, Brooks 
Brothers, J. Crew, Land's End, L.L. 
Bean, Jos. A. Bank, After Six, and more! 
100% wool tux . . .$125; Nautica 
Coat,...$40; Pante...$15; B.B. tweed 
blazer...$75; 13" color TV...$75; 
Shirts...$10. Jackets 39, shirts 16-34, 
pants 32, sweaters huge. 
By appointment only. Cafi Dave, 524-
7442. 

CHEAP! FBI/U.S. SEIZED: 89 
MERCEDES...$200; 86 VW...$50; 87 
MERCEDES... $100 ; 65 MUS-
TANG...$50; Choose from thousands 
starting at $25. FREE 24 Hour Record-
ing Reveals Details 801-379-2929 
Copyright #TX25KJC. 

MISCELLANEOUS 
MI AM" Ascended Master Instruction 

Free weekly 30 minute 
telephone broadcasts 590-7231. 

APRIL 
MCAT? 

Yes, You Can! 
• You can prepare with 

the best test prep in town. 

• and you can be ready... 

• Small classes. Big scores. 
Guaranteed. 

Classes start F e b . 1 s t . 

Call for information. 

688-5500 
T H E 

P R I N C E T O N 

R E V I E W 

We Score More! 

Humor Brown and sockhop misclass 
Top 10 Oliver Stone Toy Box items: 
10. The Jim Morrison Little Experi-
menter Chemistry Set 
9. Charlie Sheen Play Hair. 
8. Kenner's Vietnam Playset 
7. Tom Cruise Wheelchair. 
6. Little Golden Books' Who was In-
volved in the JFK Assassination! 
5. Screen Play-doh. 
4. Mr. Swarthy Head. 
3. Lots of play money. 
2. Zapravder's Bucket o' Brains. 
1. The Little Visionary Stirrin' up the 
Public Pop-up Book 

Favorite line from Raiders of the Lost 
Ark: 
"Ifs a date. You eat it" 

Long lost misclass from the Wiess 
retreat (aside from the seven phallic 
references that are just as funny un-
said, and probably more appreciated): 
"Next thing I knew, the Pharr's chil-
dren were on top of me moaning and 
grunting." 
and: 
"You were snoring. Let's try a differ-
ent position." 
finally: 
#1: "That's it: just a bunch of 
Wiessmen sitting around talking 
about male genitalia." 
#2: "We really need to change our 
image." 

Self-test: how many times have you 
caught yourself engaging in bath-
room humor? 

Q: "Why doesn't Wiess become PC 
and call its members Wiesspersons?" 
A: "Wiessperson has 3 syllables." 
Is there a delayed NOD backlash out 
there? 

Q: "What do you do with a bleached 
blonde with blue contacts?" 
A: "Put a labcoat on her and put her 
behind the Clinique counter." 

In Wiess Commons: 
"You'd like to cover the whole table 
and slide in naked!" 

Top Ten edible venereal diseases: 

All we need to know is that the humor 
was that crabs was not on the list. 

WRC freshman: 
"I hate condoms. They're such a pain 
in the ass." 

LARGE ROOM TO RENT in private 
home. 1 1/2 miles to Rice. Off street 
parking. $215 + bills. Leave a message 
at 5284588. 

At the Lovett party: 
"I'm drunk. You're drunk We're 
outta here." 

Blind Mice 

At the Thresher. 
"Anything that degrades a Wiessman 
can't be all that bad." 
and: 
"Gas is fine for a little while." 

From the Op-Ed section of the Rice 
Thresher Friday, Jan 10,1992: 
Susie Hardt (Lovett '92): 
".. .we're too embarassed to talk about 
penises, but we're not afraid to make 
use of them..." 
See what you miss when you only read 
the Backpage? 

This is not funny: all notes & notices 
are due in my box by 5 p.m. Monday. 

Wiess Collegiate Dictionary entries: 
gene pool—the funny wet spot in 
the middle of the bed. 
terms of endearment—contract 
marriage. 
Plus a mysterious top ten list. 

by M. Wasz 
THE MYTH OF rut LAB Mouse. 
THIS IS OUR PMPHETJ 
/? FIAUILESS JEUJEL 
AMOtJO MICE . " ' ^ 

HEAR HIS 
STORY. 

\ " ' •,,J i" J | • | "'H.ji 
RIGHT, LEFT, LEFT, RIGHT, '3 

STRAIGHT AHEAD THEN LEFT, 

mutm 

X LOAS BORN IN THE 
WORLD OF HANDS 

THOUGH MANY OF US 
SUFFERED GREAT HARDSHIPS.. 

J WAS NUMBERED 
AH0U6 THOSE ALLOUED 

TO LEARN THE GREAT 
TRUTH. 

WHICH AFTER A1UCH 
STUtH I FOUND TO BE... 

WHILE ALL MY PEERS 
PERISHED, I ft LONE 

SURVIVED... 

TO DWELL 
AM0N6 VOU 

m 

DCW T 
COMB BftCK. 

MOUSIE' 

(Party 


